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1 INT. FURUI CITY ELEVATOR - DAY

SUPERIMPOSE TITLE: SOMEWHERE ON AN ISLAND ON A DISTANT

PLANET...

Mister Berbek - a tall blushed man with an uncanny smile

enters a cavernous elevator. There are specks of glitter on

his cheeks. (NOTE: in Caihong language with subtitles,

unless otherwise noted.)

MISTER BERBEK

(to an unresolved audience)

Ladies and Gentlemen, what you are

about to witness is the story of

two cities separated by the firey

Mercury Moat. Caihong City, home of

the poor, depressed and diseased,

and Furui City, an upper class

society, home of the rich and

healthy...home of people like moi!

Caihong City inhabitants, or

Slummers, as I enjoy calling them,

can only enter Furui City if they

complete Supertasks, very

challenging genius chores delegated

by our fabulous Furui City

Committee.

Every 20 years a new inhabitant of

the Slummer world attempts to

complete a Supertask and win access

to our much more desirable

lifestyle; however, these brave

souls...well, they do not always

succeed...

2 INT. CAPSULE - NIGHT

SUPERIMPOSE TITLE: TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS AGO

A dark green room with a big projection screen. A video

conference call. On the screen, three men in top hats and

peculiar suits. A feast of fruits and roasted birds on the

table. The on-screen image is black and white and scratchy.

In the room, ECATERINA - a young, pregnant, blond woman with

a beaten face in a white coat gets up.

An elevator door opens to a red cavernous inside.

(CONTINUED)
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MISTER BERBEK

Welcome to Furui City !

Ecaterina shakes his hand. She has a skinny but well-toned

arm that reveals a giant unicorn tattoo. She sheds a tear as

she enters the elevator.

3 EXT. BROTHEL - DAY

SUPERIMPOSE TITLE: PRESENT TIME (TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS LATER)

Sun-drenched day. Disheveled slums. Filth thickened like

elephant skin, knotty improvised hovels on top of each

other, advertisement banners in green and red pixels,

buffering and gargling sounds of mills coughing up smoke out

of heated watchtowers.

A prostitute in a minimal outfit - LAVINIA - rides a Russian

motorcycle and chases after KURUPURU - a little girl wearing

a GIANT UNICORN MASK. Lavinia runs over a steaming pile of

shit and skids.

LAVINIA

Shit!

She falls and hits her head.

4 EXT. ALLEY - DAY

Near a BIG GARBAGE PILE - SERIOJA - a dirty blond man with a

fat belly eats hallucinogenic herbs. He lies on a pile of

garbage and closes his eyes.

A LOUD BANG. He gets up. He sees Lavinia’s motorcycle on the

ground. Kurupuru runs towards it with a crowbar. Kurupuru

destroys the motorcycle and runs away.

Serioja runs after her.

SERIOJA

Hallo, hallo? It’s Serioja! Hey!

Wait!

He follows her.

5 EXT. HIDEOUS STREETS - NIGHT

Serioja follows Kurupuru. Kurupuru runs from rooftop to

rooftop.

SERIOJA

Hallo! Yo! Wait!
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6 EXT. SUPERTASKER STATUE - NIGHT

Serioja follows Kurupuru to a larger plaza with art deco

buildings falling apart.

SERIOJA

Hallo ?

He looks around. Crickets and factory sounds. He pulls a

hand drawn map of the slums out of his TOTEM BAG. It’s a

primitive drawing.

ZOOM OUT from Serioja to the entirety of the CITY - a

circular island in the middle of a reddish ocean. In the

middle of the island, another circle - a moat separating the

two cities. The middle city - encapsulated inside a glass

dome.

TRANSITION INTO

7 EXT. RENMIN SQUARE - NIGHT

The same city but now on the screen of a POD - a device

similar to a laptop - the resolution looks like a film

projection: fuzzy, textured, lo-fi. This POD is attached to

a wheelchair.

In the wheelchair - LIU JUNJIE - a sick man - in line at a

market. A contraption with blood transfusion bags attached

to the wheelchair. He throws a rucksack of stuff on the

counter of a Chocolate Stand.

A TOOTHLESS WOMAN weighs a block of frozen chocolate.

LIU JUNJIE

Forty-five hard drives, a sex doll,

red crocks and white crocks, ten IV

needles, blue minerals, a 1260X

trans-Fibulator, 9 packs of

Sertra-X... Buei, I’m missing a

pack...

TOOTHLESS WOMAN

Sorry son, ten packs for 120mg of

chocolate.

LIU JUNJIE

Buei, but this is all I have!

TOOTHLESS WOMAN

This isn’t enough.

At the back of the line, Serioja hides a pack of Sertra-X in

his totem bag. He turns to an old man in line.

(CONTINUED)
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SERIOJA

Serioja is lost. Old man, do you

know where Serioja is? Serioja is

looking for this... fast, fast...

OLD MAN

Renmin Square. We’re exchanging

goods tonight for precious

chocolate... well we would be if

SOME IDIOT wasn’t holding up the

line. Hey wheelchair man, fuck off!

SERIOJA

Let me in! Let me in!/ until my

lungs are caving in!

OLD MAN

...

Liu Junjie wheels away from the counter.

Serioja falls down holding his temples and cries. Pain.

People gather around.

MAN IN THE CROWD

What the fuck is wrong with you?

Serioja screams in pain and reaches for the herbs in his

totem bag. A pack of Sertra-X falls out. Liu notices it. He

approaches Serioja.

LIU JUNJIE

Is there any particular reason why

you robbed me?

SERIOJA

Aaaaah! AAAAAAAh!!! AAAAAH! Au!

Aau! Auu!

LIU JUNJIE

Devil’s Headache? Buei, you are

ugly and you should feel ugly.

Attached to Liu Junjie’s wheelchair, the pod blinks with a

glitch. Serioja notices it from the ground as Liu Junjie

wheels away. It looks like a map of the city!
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8 INT. LIU JUNJIE’S HUT NIGHT

Blankets on the floor, yellowed medical supplies, crowded

with technological devices: odd hard drives with thick

wires, joysticks, buttons, naked motherboards, vynils. Maps.

A poster with a glass dome, "Furui City".

Liu Junjie sits in the dark smoking a Sertra-X. He pulls the

sertraline in, and out, slowly.

The blood purification contraption on his wheelchair reads:

"Time for your Blood Purification!" numerous times. Liu

Junjie inhales again, ignoring it.

On a desk, an immense screen with the Virtual Caihong City.

A glitch in the virtual city flashes.

Liu Junjie exhales the smoke at the screen. The smoke FLOWS

directly onto the glitch and dissipates pathetically.

Ceiling too low to stand up.

A LOUD NOISE on the roof. Glitch blinks and gets bigger on

the Virtual Caihong City. Glitch disappears for a moment.

Liu Junjie stares at the screen with blank curiosity.

9 EXT. LIU JUNJIE’S HUT - NIGHT

Kurupuru jumps onto Liu Junjie’s roof! And someone else is

huddled at the window.

10 INT. LIU JUNJIE’S HUT - NIGHT

Liu Junjie looks at a small window opening in between

tousled wallpaper. Eyes.

LIU JUNJIE

You. Buei, what are you doing?

SERIOJA (O.S.)

Yo, hallo.

LIU JUNJIE

Go home.

SERIOJA

Serioja doesn’t have a home.

LIU JUNJIE

I don’t care, thief.

(CONTINUED)
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SERIOJA

Serioja said Serioja doesn’t have a

home.

LIU JUNJIE

And Liu Junjie said "I don’t care".

He slaps the Blood Purification Machine alarm silent and

continues to smoke.

Serioja knocks on the door, lightly.

LIU JUNJIE

(to the air)

Am I being unclear, I don’t care

who you are. I nothing you.

Serioja makes a rhythm with his door knocks. A joyful one.

LIU JUNJIE

You are decreasing my already

depressed property value. Isn’t

there some rubble you could be

burning down?

Speaking loudly from outside the door, trying to get Liu

Junjie’s attention.

SERIOJA

Serioja saw a broom last night, and

it swept us away into necessity,

and a terrible journey with mashed

potatoes and chocolate!

LIU JUNJIE

Take your time to someone else,

someone that needs it. Junkie.

SERIOJA

Serioja? Junk is good for recycling

and time means nothing in your

sub-brain!

LIU JUNJIE

You are on drugs. I can’t amortize

you.

Rustling. Now a KNOCK of a completely different register.

Harder. Solid.

Liu Junjie flips some locks and CRACKS the door.

Serioja tries to stick a huge BLOCK of frozen CHOCOLATE

through the crack.

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

Buei, how did you get that!?

SERIOJA

Serioja has eyes like a crow! No,

like a cat! No, like a toad! No,

like a...

Liu Junjie slams the door on Serioja. Considers. Slides the

chain. Creaks the door open.

Face to face.

Serioja immediately looks past Lou Junjie and at the Virtual

Caihong City on the big screen. He BREAKS a small piece of

chocolate with his hands - plastic wrapper intact- and

sticks it in Liu Junjie’s mouth. He Looks at the chocolate,

then at Liu Junjie, then back at the Virtual Caihong.

A silent negotiation.

Serioja runs into the room, flipping the block of chocolate

into the air- Liu Junjie catches it.

SERIOJA

Aaaaaaaah !

He jumps on a joystick and starts navigating the Virtual

City. It’s a beautiful reflection of all the labyrinth-like

streets of the Slums, an accurate meditation of algorithms,

numbers, colors, databases: a cuboidal rendering of the

landscapes and differences in land waving, the highest and

lowest altitude, the poles that screech at night, a weather

simulator, and... BZZZZZZZ. Error.

SERIOJA

Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue,

Indigo, Violet! Hahahaha. Mister

has a map game!

LIU JUNJIE

(sternly)

It’s not a game and it’s not a map,

idiot. It’s a Virtual Caihong City.

Liu Junjie eagerly unwraps the chocolate like a Christmas

present. He walks towards the stove and lights it.

SERIOJA

Ha! Ha! Beep, beep, beep!

Liu Junjie turns his head and sees Serioja playing with the

Virtual Caihong like a boy playing Mario Kart.

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

Stop that! Get your slummy hands

off it!

Liu Junjie marches towards Serioja and grabs him by the

collar of his shirt, pulling him away from the screen.

Serioja cries.

SERIOJA

Niu!! Serioja is always lost and

now Serioja has a map!

Serioja runs back to the screen, wide-eyed, like a bee to a

beehive. Liu Junjie resigns, weak and tired.

SERIOJA

Serioja thinks Liu Junjie is a

genius!

LIU JUNJIE

Huh? How did you know my name? How

did you find me?

SERIOJA

Serioja is quick at finding things.

Serioja does not miss what is not

right in front of him.

He points at a sticker on Liu Junjie’s pod with his barren

foot while keeping his eyes on the screen. The sticker reads

"property of Liu Junjie."

LIU JUNJIE

Huh? How did you...

SERIOJA

Liu Junkie is a genius!

LIU JUNJIE

Shut up, idiot. And no, not

sufficiently.

Liu Junjie returns to the chocolate on his stove and begins

to melt it, wadding and squeezing the wrapper in his fist.

SERIOJA

Genius Liu Junkie made this map

with all these pretty colors!

LIU JUNJIE

It’s not a map, unintelligent

creature, it’s a Virtual Tracking

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE (cont’d)
Device and it’s using thermal

binaries to conduct electricity

patterns in order to locate

everyone at the same time moving

through Caihong City. It was

perfect... for seven years... I

made something perfect..until...

when I finished... there was

that...

A blinking colorful Glitch burns down the image in one

particular location.

SERIOJA

Ooooohhhhhh. So beautiful!

LIU JUNJIE

It’s not beautiful, buei. It’s

faulty.

The Blood Purification Machine alarm goes off again. Serioja

hears it amidst the beeping of the Virtual Caihong.

Liu Junjie stirs the chocolate with his fingers. THWAP.

THWAP. THWAP. He tastes it. It’s good chocolate.

SERIOJA

Liu Junjie has yucky blood?

LIU JUNJIE

Huh? Oh, right, but Liu Junjie

doesn’t care anymore.

Serioja continues to play with the joystick like a child.

Liu Junjie slaps the alarm off, again.

SERIOJA

But does Liu Junjie want to go

there?

LIU JUNJIE

Where?

SERIOJA

(absent-minded)

There!

He signals to a glass dome poster on Liu Junjie’s wall with

his head while keeping his eyes on the screen. It’s a poster

of Furui City - home of the riches.

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

How did you...

SERIOJA

Is Liu Junjie a genius Supertasker?

Liu Junjie looks at the poster and then at Serioja. Silence.

SERIOJA

Why does Liu Junjie want to go

there?

LIU JUNJIE

I want chocolate that ISN’T frozen.

You get that, idiot? Food that

hasn’t been intentionally ruined.

He plays with the ice, still visible in the chocolate. He

feels sick. Coughs.

SERIOJA

Liu Junjie is sad.

Serioja can’t bear to watch. He sticks his face to the

screen. Dancing light. Coughing, behind him.

LIU JUNJIE

I fucked it up. Seven years ago, I

thought I would be the next

Supertasker. And now, I can’t face

the Furui City Committee with this

glitchy virtual city for my

presentation in seven days.

SERIOJA

Lookey bad mistake here!

Serioja points with his foot at a part of an image. Liu

Junjie ignores this.

LIU JUNJIE

I had EXACTLY ONE chance, not two,

not zero. Zero I could handle, I

never had a chance, two would be

ideal, one is the worst possible

number. Of chances.

SERIOJA

Liu Junjie tries to buy chocolate

to die tonight?

More silence. Glitch glimmering on the screen.

(CONTINUED)
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SERIOJA

Nooooooooo. Serioja and Liu Junjie

let’s go!

Serioja skips towards the door.

LIU JUNJIE

Let’s go? Where?

SERIOJA

Liu Junjie wants to die / I can

dream of apple pie!

Serioja eats a handful of hallucinogenic herbs from his

totem bag.

LIU JUNJIE

What are you saying, druggie?

SERIOJA

Two boys find the glitch is better

than one boy dying. Red, orange,

yellow, green, blue, there!

Serioja runs towards the Virtual Caihong City again and

points to the place where the Glitch buzzes. He zooms in.

It’s a Brothel.

LIU JUNJIE

How did you...

SERIOJA

Serioja and Liu Junjie go there!

LIU JUNJIE

No. Go watch the dead die somewhere

else, buei.

SERIOJA

Oh niuuu ! But Liu Junjie only has

7 days left !

The chocolate bubbles on the stove. PFLAP! PFLAP!

LIU JUNJIE

How did you...

Serioja points to a digital countdown clock hidden

underneath a poster. Liu Junjie sucks another wad of

chocolate off his finger.

(CONTINUED)
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SERIOJA

Junjie Liu. Sicky Superstar!

Serioja looks at Liu in the dark. His eyes sparkle, wet.

11 INT. BROTHEL SHITTY OFFICE - NIGHT

In a dirty room, MADAM - a pathetic woman with a big hat and

a gas mask looks out the window into the slums. A tall and

bony MISS BERBEK in a flamboyant outfit and floral make up

peels an orange.

MISS BERBEK

Well, you could say this time is

the only time that doesn’t have a

time after that.

MADAM

Miss, the city is dying! We need

more Sertra-X. Only yesterday two

of my best children hung themselves

in the laundry room...

MISS BERBEK

Well, that would explain the smell.

MADAM

We need a new supply of Sertra-X...

My brothel is dying.

MISS BERBEK

Not until you capture this new

child.

Miss Berbek eats the white parts of the orange.

MADAM

She’s too fast, too strong... not

like a normal child. Miss, Please.

MISS BERBEK

And your breath stinks even through

that gas mask!

Miss Berbek throws orange peels at Madam. Madam ignores it.

Madam looks outside at a BIG GARBAGE PILE.

MADAM

Please! We need more time!

MISS BERBEK

I’ll take your brothel away. Your

zoo.

(CONTINUED)
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MADAM

Lavinia will get the child for you.

She is one of our most ruthless and

depressed whores. She would kill

for Sertra-X.

MISS BERBEK

Sometimes apples take your bad

breath away.

MADAM

I haven’t seen apples since the

Mercury Spill.

MISS BERBEK

(pinching Madam’s cheeks)

Ooooh I know, I know, I know, I

know ! Oh god you stink! Everything

here smells ! Where is my child?

MADAM

Lavinia is after Kurupuru (NOTE:

"unicorn" in Caihong language).

MISS BERBEK

What did you say?

Silence.

MADAM

She’s wearing this unicorn mask...

A huge huge mask!

MISS BERBEK

I have to go.

Miss Berbek storms out of the room. She closes the door,

then pops her head back in.

MISS BERBEK

By the way, you should tell someone

to clean the most voluptuous bowel

movement I took outside your

Brothel!

12 EXT. BROTHEL - NIGHT

Miss Berbek waltzes out of the brothel and puts a black coat

on. She steps into a puddle of mud, ruining her flamboyant

dress. Mud splashes on her cheek.

(CONTINUED)
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MISS BERBEK

Delightful.

She enters a FANCY YELLOW CAR.

13 EXT. BROTHEL - NIGHT

SUPERIMPOSE TITLE: SEKTOR MEILI, 7 DAYS LEFT

As the FANCY YELLOW CAR drives past them, Liu Junjie and

Serioja walk to the main door of a Brothel, which is locked

and guarded by a GUARDIAN WITH A STRAW HAT.

LIU JUNJIE

Why would a glitch be in the

biggest brothel in Caihong City?

GUARDIAN WITH A STRAW HAT

You can’t get in if you’re in a

wheelchair. This is for sex, are

you an idiot?

SERIOJA

Niu niu niu! Liu Junjie is a

genius!

GUARDIAN WITH A STRAW HAT

Get the fuck away from here.

SERIOJA

But why?!!

GUARDIAN WITH A STRAW HAT

(to Serioja)

There’s something weird about you.

(to Liu Junjie)

There’s something weird about him.

LIU JUNJIE

He’s on drugs. On the other hand,

you are not. Two Sertra-X, let us

in.

GUARDIAN WITH A STRAW HAT

Do you think I need cigarettes when

I work at the biggest brothel in

Sektor Meili? Everyone knows we

have the biggest and fattest

supply...

Serioja dips his finger in Liu Junjie’s melted chocolate pot

attached to the wheelchair. He smiles.

(CONTINUED)
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SERIOJA

Cute man wants chocolate, yes?

GUARDIAN WITH A STRAW HAT looks at chocolate for a good

moment then licks it off Serioja’s finger with a voluminous

red tongue, like a big cherry.

14 INT. BROTHEL HALLWAY - NIGHT

Liu Junjie and Serioja walk alongside the Brothel’s Hallway.

LIU JUNJIE

Something smells familiar.

He turns around looking for the source of the smell, he sees

SOMETHING on the floor but Serioja distracts him.

SERIOJA

Looky here!

They get to a "pick-a-prostitute" station - similar to a

video game arcade. Liu Junjie picks a random one.

15 INT. BROTHEL LAVINIA’S PARLOR - NIGHT

Lavinia opens the door, smoking, and sees Liu Junjie in the

wheelchair.

LAVINIA

You’ve got to be like fucking

kidding me.

Liu Junjie wheels in. A hospital mattress, a fire escape,

and a one-eyed teddy bear.

LAVINIA

What are those on your arms? Do you

like have the plague ?

LIU JUNJIE

Those are blood clots.

LAVINIA

Whatever. Two packs of Sertra-X.

Liu Junjie takes the packs out.

Lavinia puts the packs down, kneels by Liu Junjie, takes his

pants down.

Two scars on both sides of his stomach. She is shocked and

moves away, in recognition. Her heart beats really fast. Liu

ignores it.

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

No. I only want to talk. I need to

ask you something.

A LOUD SCREECH from the roof. They look up.

LAVINIA

What the fuck!

Lavinia grabs an oversized BUTTERFLY CATCHER and runs

through the fire escape.

On Liu Junjie’s pod the Glitch shrieks and moves and gets

bigger and blinks.

FOOTSTEPS on the roof. The glitch matches the footsteps’

sounds. Liu Junjie struggles out of his wheelchair and

climbs the fire escape, in a tremendous amount of pain.

16 EXT. BROTHEL ROOF - DAY

Liu gets to the roof.

Kurupuru hits Lavinia in the stomach with a big crowbar.

Lavinia falls down. Kurupuru gets ready for another hit.

Serioja shows up on the roof and Kurupuru turns and looks at

Serioja and stops hitting Lavinia.

Lavinia pisses herself. Serioja slowly walks towards

Kurupuru.

Liu Junjie’s Glitch blinks again and gets SMALLER. Liu

Junjie holds the pod up pointing towards Kurupuru, like a

mirror: the Glitch’s pattern MATCHES Kurupuru’s shape.

He walks towards Kurupuru with the pod in his hand. Kurupuru

jumps onto another roof and disappears.

17 INT. FURUI CITY HALLWAY - DAY

Vaporous layers of glass, like an aquarium. Fresh, tonic air

pumped from humongous mills. Mister Berbek smiles and walks

alongside a wall of mirrors, his silhoutte lighting up in a

thousand reflections.

18 INT. FURUI CITY CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

A conference room with a giant chandelier. Spotless. Three

men around a table face glasses of fresh water and a plate

of polenta. CODAK - a good looking man with a stern presence

rubs his belly and belches a lot. SMILEY has a lugubrious

smile and SHARK looks around the room in constant confusion.

Mister Berbek enters.

(CONTINUED)
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SHARK

Ah Mister Berbek! We’ve been

waiting for you to show up in this

room where you showed up right now.

CODAK

Empty handed for the first time.

I’m pulling you off the project,

Berbek.

MISTER BERBEK

You are so inclined to pull me off

the project is what you just said?

SMILEY

Yesss, you did not bring the

missing parts.

Codak, Smiley and Shark pick up their glasses and sip at the

same time.

MISTER BERBEK

Whether or not I am still part of

this project is not really up to

you now, is it? I need to see the

Supertasker. Now.

SMILEY

(whispers)

She doesn’t want to talk to him.

CODAK

(punches the table)

Sit down, Berbek.

Mister Berbek sits down in obedience.

SHARK

Berbek, you went to get the parts

and you didn’t then you failed to

get the parts it seems is what you

did.

Mister Berbek puts eye-drops in his eyes, his hand shaking.

MISTER BERBEK

Gawk, I’m gonna get diseases one of

these days, those animals smell.

SMILEY

Looks like you can dispose of Madam

now. Smiley eats polenta.

(CONTINUED)
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MISTER BERBEK

But heavens...heavens. I am already

attached to her. Like a tree slug.

She’s like my own mother. Like my

mother-father, who knows what she’s

hiding under that slimy gas mask.

Ugh.

CODAK

You will dispose of all evidence.

Madam included.

SMILEY

People in the slums... their smell

never leaves you. How undelightful.

And that organ deal.

SHARK

Only seven days left till the

Supertask candidate’s presentation.

Mister Berbek better get it

together.

Mister Berbek wipes a drop of mud off his face. He gets up

and exits with an elongated bow.

MISTER BERBEK

I will go say my hellos or goodbyes

to the Supertasker then.

19 INT. BROTHEL HALLWAY - DAY

Lavinia leads the way for Serioja and Liu Junjie through a

dark hallway where semi-naked prostitutes (men and women)

sit on dirty couches wearing bizarre outfits. Lavinia smokes

a Sertra-X cigarette. Liu Junjie rubs his hurting legs.

Serioja eats hallucinogenic herbs.

LIU JUNJIE

(sniffing)

There goes that smell again...

Liu Junjie looks around at people and objects. Lavinia opens

a door. There is a prostitute hanging from the ceiling,

dead.

LAVINIA

Oops. Like wrong room.

She keeps walking.
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20 INT. BROTHEL’S GARAGE - DAY

Lavinia leads the way to a barren garage. Lots of repair

tools around.

LAVINIA

It’s that fucking Kurupuru

(unicorn) destroying our fucking

brothel... that’s what it is.

Fucking weird fucking creature!

Serioja touches Lavinia’s garments. Lavinia kicks him away.

LAVINIA

OK now asshole, you give me that

blinking map and I won’t kill your

like retarded friend.

She steps on Serioja’s palm with her stiletto and

extinguishes her cigarette on his arm. Liu Junjie circles

her with his wheelchair. He watches Serioja’s arm being

burned. Serioja cries.

LIU JUNJIE

That’s not a map, buei. And that is

not my friend. It’s a Virtual

Caihong City. And what I have on

the pod is only a tiny speck of the

real thing. Which you couldn’t

control even in your wildest

dreams. And you can’t even speak

Caihong properly. You are so

utterly moronic and inept that you

rely on a vending machine to

coordinate your entire life. You

are too stupid to procreate - an

evolutionary dead end.

SERIOJA

Oh no, don’t make the girl even

sadder than she already is!

Lavinia steps off Serioja’s palm.

LAVINIA

I’m not fucking sad, motherfucker.

SERIOJA

Liu Junjie made the maaap because

Liu Junjie wants to go...

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

Shut up, Serioja.

SERIOJA

Lie lie lie/ Mary had a little fly!

LAVINIA

Ugh, I need that like map.

LIU JUNJIE

You’re a whore, so that means that

together, WE can beat anyone that

comes our way.

LAVINIA

We?! What do you mean "we"? Who do

you think you are, asshole!?

LIU JUNJIE

The Glitch and Kurupuru always

appear in the same place, so maybe

if we catch Kurupuru, the Glitch

will disappear. And I need to get

rid of the Glitch in six days. If

you help us catch Kurupuru with

that butterfly net of yours, since

you are strong - although stupid -

you will also get to catch the

creature destroying your brothel.

SERIOJA

Yiu! Let’s team up ! Octopus team!!

LAVINIA

Puah, why would I need like a fatso

and like a handicapped on my crew!

Liu Junjie wheels around the place.

LIU JUNJIE

These are just parameters. You have

to listen as we go. You need me for

the Virtual Caihong City. Ipso

Facto. Plus... I have plenty of

these...

Liu Junjie pulls a carton of Sertra-X from under his

wheelchair.

Lavinia ogles the carton.

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

Interested?

LAVINIA

Gimme that! And let’s drop the fat

kid. (points at motorcycle) I’ll

fix this fucking thing tonight.

Serioja starts crying.

LAVINIA

Are you like fucking kidding me?

LIU JUNJIE

The only reason you’re even alive

is because he appeared and Kurupuru

calmed down...

LAVINIA

But why is he like so fucking

stupid?

LIU JUNJIE

He’s not stupid -I don’t think-

just high on those psychotropic

herbs he eats all the time. But he

calmed Kurupuru down. And I sure as

shit won’t be calming anyone or

anything down...neither will you. I

mean, the entire purpose of your

appearance, personality, skill set,

even existence is to be, in one

word, STIMULATING.

Lavinia lights another cigarette.

LAVINIA

OK, whatever, let’s drop the

waterworks and go.

21 INT. PEGASUS INFIRMACY - NIGHT

An older Ecaterina sits at a desk in the darkness. She has a

lab coat on. A "Pegasus Infirmacy" neon logo shines.

ECATERINA

I coughed up a mouse once, it had

been living in my belly since I was

born. Its name was mouse. One day I

coughed and sneezed at the same

time and it came out. It looked at

me right in the eyes and didn’t

want to live inside me anymore.
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Mister Berbek listens to Ecaterina from behind the corner,

smiles in utter delight.

22 INT. BROTHEL SHITTY OFFICE - NIGHT

Lavinia talks to Madam in the office.

MADAM

Lavinia, you need to get me

Kurupuru as soon as possible. I

can’t hold off for too long.

LAVINIA

But it’s the boy from back then...

I am sure.

MADAM

He mustn’t find out, child. You

need his map.

23 EXT. SEKTOR SOSEGADO GATE - DAY

SUPERIMPOSE TITLE: SEKTOR SOSEGADO. SIX DAYS LEFT

Lavinia, Serioja and Liu Junjie struggle up a hill. Liu

Junjie follows the Glitch on the Virtual Caihong City on his

pod.

LIU JUNJIE

Sektor Sosegado. Kurupuru is in

this Picture Palace...

SERIOJA

Sektor Sosegado !

LAVINIA

I hate this stupid Sektor. You can

never find any Sertra-X.

LIU JUNJIE

That’s because they replaced

Sertra-X...

24 EXT. PICTURE PALACE - DAY

Parked motorcycle. Serioja, Liu Junjie and Lavinia go to the

ticket counter. Lavinia holds the BUTTERFLY CATCHER.

PEOPLE picketing. "Bring Back Sertra-X!".

LIU JUNJIE

...with anti-depressant Pictures.

(CONTINUED)
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A "Picture Palace" banner with colorful fishes and textures.

A GUY WITH A BUNNY HAT at the counter.

GUY WITH A BUNNY HAT

You’re not from here?

LAVINIA

That’s right genius.

GUY WITH A BUNNY HAT

Have you been Sertra-checked?

25 INT. PICTURE PALACE LOBBY - DAY

Serioja, Liu and Lavinia follow the Guy with a Bunny Hat

inside a small room. Projections of abstract films. Flickers

of light. Guy with a Bunny Hat connects them to a machine

with a thermometer that displays sertraline levels.

Guy with a Bunny hat talks in rapid bursts, as he checks

their levels.

GUY WITH A BUNNY HAT

Watch our pictures and feel better.

Limited seating, only for those

very depressed, those that need it,

need to look at pictures. Our

Picture quality is outstanding!

Right RIGHT now we are playing "The

Man that Went Inside Water and

Filled an Entire Ocean" and

"Mercury Dance Zest" and "Take me

Very Very Far Away so I can Dream

of Home" and "I Smell A Picture of

Earth Drawn on Your Wall While You

Can’t Even See It"! All prime

Pictures, 9 to 12 hours, no loops,

just pure new unique image after

image, none of that remix

repetition. Our big dream is to

display all these prime ass

pictures on everyone’s telescreens!

That is our goal, our campaign. We

could, we CAN CONNECT to everyone’s

television but there’s barriers

from Furui City after that porn

broadcast fiasco of The Second Year

after the Mercury Spill. If it were

up to me, we would CONNECT to

EVERYONE’s TV and project them

original pictures. OH! Now it looks

like "WaterFish The Formula of

Daylight Dreaming", for 8 hours,

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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GUY WITH A BUNNY HAT (cont’d)
starts in 10 minutes, pure artist

shit! Our suicide rate is less than

any other Sektors, it’s been

proven... Oh shit, dear, how are

you still alive?

Guy with a Bunny Hat stops in front of Lavinia’s sertraline

level, which is lower than everyone else’s. The needle

doesn’t even move. Three Picture tickets spit out of a

machine.

Guy with a Bunny Hat opens the curtains to the screening

room and pushes them in.

GUY WITH A BUNNY HAT

See you in the morning.

(towards Lavinia)

Wow, I’ve never seen anyone so

depressed in my career...

LAVINIA

Fuck off asshole.

26 INT. PICTURE PALACE SCREENING - ROOM

A large obscure theater with damp floors and people lying on

the ground watching an experimental film.

Serioja, Liu Junjie and Lavinia try to avoid the bodies

lying on the floor. People grunt. Liu Junjie’s glitch blinks

and gets bigger.

Liu Junjie is entranced by the film.

Lavinia sees a unicorn image somewhere in the distance. She

signals Serioja.

LAVINIA

Hey idiot. There it is. Let’s catch

it.

She spreads her BUTTERFLY CATCHER and tramples over people.

The unicorn shape disappears and she runs to another part of

the room. She keeps going around for a while.

When she gets to it again, she is close to the screen and

notices that it was an optical illusion from the film. She

falls over the screen and rips it apart.

People yell. Both her and Serioja look behind the screen to

a HUGE WALL OF WIRES CONNECTED TO ALL THE TELEVISIONS OF

CAIHONG CITY SEKTORS.

(CONTINUED)
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GUY WITH A BUNNY HAT

(enters the room)

What the poop is going on here? Who

disturbed the Picture? Guards!

LAVINIA

Shit.

SERIOJA

Ohh! My fish are trite like a

dream!

27 EXT. PICTURE PALACE - NIGHT

A HUNCHBACKED WOMAN walks slowly with a cane. A breeze

wiggles an old newspaper. Lavinia and Serioja run out of the

Picture Palace to the motorcycle and knock the hunchbacked

woman down.

Liu Junjie wheels out, grabs onto the motorcycle as Lavinia

steers it. Serioja gets on behind Lavinia and holds on to

her face.

LAVINIA

I can’t see, you idiot!

Guardians follow them. The motorcycle stops running. They

get off and run, Serioja pushing the wheelchair.

GUARDS

Stop right there!

LAVINIA

Shit, we’re too slow !

28 EXT. CLOCKTOWER - NIGHT

The guards run fast. A humongous unicorn shadow covers their

bodies with darkness. A scream. A bird screech.

FADE OUT.

29 EXT. BARREN LAND - DAY

SUPERIMPOSE TITLE: SEKTOR CIEL. FIVE DAYS LEFT

Liu Junjie undergoes the Blood Purification ritual. He

inserts needles in his fistulas inside the blood clotted

wrists. The Blood Purification Machine takes his blood and

washes it inside plastic containers. Then the blood comes

back inside his body.

Lavinia and Serioja are pissing on a wall.

(CONTINUED)
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Lavinia holds a cigarette in her mouth.

They piss on a POSTER that reads: FIRST SUPERTASKER. YOU,

TOO, CAN DO IT! and it has a dirty old picture of ECATERINA.

LAVINIA

(smoking)

Pfft, Supertasker. What did she

like ever do for us? What’s so

great about Furui fucking city !

Liu Junjie’s Glitch on the pod blinks.

LAVINIA

How did it get here so fast?

SERIOJA

Pee with us, Liu Junjie?

LAVINIA

He doesn’t have any kidneys, idiot.

SERIOJA

Huh ?!

LIU JUNJIE

Two is an ideal number, one is

merely adequate, zero is the worst

possible number.

SERIOJA

Peeeee weeeeee.

Liu Junjie squints his eyes. Pain. Lavinia looks at him for

a while. Serioja interrupts this double solitude.

SERIOJA

Alouette, gentile Alouette!

Alouette, je te plumerais. Ils nous

plumerons si nous ne sommes pas

bonnes.

LAVINIA

What is that?

SERIOJA

I don’t know. An old dialect.

Serioja sticks the same hand he was peeing with in his totem

bag to grab some herbs.

(CONTINUED)
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LAVINIA

How do you know old dialects? Where

are you like from anyway?

SERIOJA

The owls do not lie, they sweep

into strawberry fields and only

pick fresh lotus flowers.

LAVINIA

Stop fucking saying nonsense stupid

fucking idiot!!

Lavinia hits Serioja in the head. Serioja cries.

LIU JUNJIE

You animals, can’t you be more

civilized? Why is everyone in the

Slums so horrific.

SERIOJA

AAAAH! Nothing hereeee. Nothing

nothing nothingness.

LIU JUNJIE

Virtual Caihong says the glitch is

right here... We need to look

around some more.

Lavinia runs to an entryway. It reads "The Sewers"

LAVINIA

The sewers...

She tries to open the door to the sewers but it’s closed.

LAVINIA

Looks like we need a key.

SERIOJA

Liu! Looks like we need a key.

LIU JUNJIE

I heard her.

Liu types something on the pod. His fingers hurt.
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30 EXT. SEKTOR CIEL - DAY

Liu, Serioja and Lavinia walk on semi-deserted land.

Liu Junjie breathes heavily, coughs and scratches his legs

that are full of phosphorus deposits.

A LONG HAIRED WOMAN plays the SAW in an alley. Uncanny voice

and sound. A BOY runs around with a fluorescent toy.

LAVINIA

Hey kid! Do you know where the

locksmith is?

Child starts screaming uncontrollably.

LIU JUNJIE

Why are you screaming? She only

asked you a question.

Child keeps screaming. He points the finger at Lavinia.

BOY

Scary woman eats children !

Serioja stops Lavinia from punching the boy.

SERIOJA

Hey, looks like we need a keymaker!

BOY

Oh, over there, two streets to the

left. Mister Lebrac is super nice.

SERIOJA

(to the boy)

Thanks spanks!

(to Lavinia)

I once had this boy tell me that

swimming in a pool of your own

semen is like being reborn.

31 INT. LEBRAC’S HOUSE - NIGHT

ZEGHE, a young man with long greasy hair and fruity

underwear walks with a crutch and leads Liu Junjie, Serioja

and Lavinia inside a long bronze room with a stove and

locksmith tools.

LEBRAC, an older man wearing a blue lab coat, penci l behind

his ear, roasts plums. Zeghe touches Lebrac’ s back gently

as Lebrac turns.

(CONTINUED)
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ZEGHE

Friends from Sektor Meili. Zeghe

lounges on a dirty wooden mattress

and watche s TV.

ON SCREEN: FURUI CITY TV.

LEBRAC

(to Liu Junjie and the others)

Uncle Lebrac welcomes you,

travelers.

LAVINIA

(as she sits)

Ah, fuck! She dips her fingers

inside her pants and looks at her

nails covered in blood. Serioja and

Liu Junjie sit at the table.

SERIOJA

Eww!

Serioja eats herbs.

LEBRAC

You must be hungry.

SERIOJA

One herb a day / keeps the Devil’s

Headache away!

ZEGHE

What are those?

SERIOJA

Who are those? The room’s corner:

filled with locksmith parapherna

lia. Old rags. Noone can see

anything.

SERIOJA

Those!

Closer view, enter the space from all sides. Nothing.

SERIOJA

Those!!!

Even closer. Finally - a PICTURE OF TWO CHILDREN WITH LEBRAC

AND ZEGHE reveals itself amongst clutter.

Lebrac looks at the picture then serves the plums on

skewers. With one movement he pushes aside all the clutter

on the table. ZBANG. ZBUM. ZBUFF.

(CONTINUED)
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LEBRAC

Those are our little boys.

ZEGHE

Your baby boys.

LEBRAC

Our baby boys.

LEBRAC

Fat woman’s boys.

SERIOJA

What happened to nice fat woman’s

and nice man Lebrac’s and nice

Zeghe’s children?

Zeghe joins the table moving the big telescreen so he can

keep watching TV. Loudly.

LEBRAC

They’ve been dead for five years...

LIU JUNJIE

(reaches for bag)

Old man, we need two keys for the

sewers and we can trade you two

packs of Sertra-X for them.

The keys to the SEWERS on a shelf.

LEBRAC

(eating)

Our...baby boys were gone one day

and we looked for them for four

months and then one day I just

found them at our door... I looked

at them and saw their eyes bulging

out of their skulls like these big

balls so I held them, and then I

lift them up and you know what I

say, you know what I say, blond

kid?

SERIOJA

What did old man say??

LEBRAC

I say, by Log, they are lighter

than I thought!

(CONTINUED)
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SERIOJA

Oh nooo!

LEBRAC

They were empty. Our baby boys were

empty inside. They didn’t have

any...

On TV: The Supertask commercial. "If you, too want to be a

Supertasker"

LIU JUNJIE

(to Zeghe)

Buei, can you turn that off?!

Liu Junjie tries to take the remote control away fr om

Zeghe. Not a chance.

SERIOJA

Niu, niu, niu! Don’t blink your

eyes when the horn-fly flies by.

LAVINIA

(mouthful of food)

Shut up, retard!

LEBRAC

This child is not a retard, this

child is a prophet. Liu looks at

his plate but his food is gone.

Serioj a’s plate is empty too.

Lavinia burps with three empty

skewers.

LIU JUNJIE

What the fuck, buei?

Serioja cries. Zeghe pokes his cheeks with a skewer

. ZEGHE

Uri, uri, uri, uri.

TV loud as usual - FURUI TV with commercials.

LEBRAC

Pfft, Supertaskers. Furui City

thinks they can control us by

telling us we have a chance! But

you know what old Lebrac says? I

says there is no Fucking Supertask!

Noone can do these tasks!

(CONTINUED)
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LAVINIA

Damn straight!

Liu Junjie - drop of sweat.

LEBRAC

When our boys died we sent a letter

to Furui City Committee via the

poles in Rogvaiv. We thought maybe

they could help... but you know

what I got back? You know what old

man lebrac got back?

LAVINIA

What?!

LEBRAC/ZEGHE

A "Get Well Soon" card.

The postcard in a corner: Kenta Cats on a postcard with a

thumbs up. "Get well Soon. Love, Furui City."

LAVINIA

Oh bull to the shit! Fuck Furui

City, If you want to be real you

gotta like make your own law in the

fucking Slums. I’m invincible here.

Lebrac gets up to hand the keys off to Lavinia.

LEBRAC

That’s right! Fuck Furui City!

ON TV: The new Supertasker announced - LIU JUNJIE. Everyone

looks in horror.

LIU JUNJIE

Great. Lebrac and Lavinia jump from

the table. Lebrac puts the keys

back in his pocket.

LEBRAC

You?? You’re a Supertasker! And you

have the nerve to come into our

house?

LAVINIA

You’re like a fucking Supertasker?

Serioja circles the room awkwardly.

(CONTINUED)
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SERIOJA

Everyone’s unhappy so quickly!

ZEGHE

A real...Supertasker. I’ve never

seen a Real Supertasker before...

LEBRAC

Get out of my fucking house!

32 EXT. SLUMS OF SEKTOR CIEL - NIGHT

Liu Junjie, Lavinia and Serioja walk alongside a brick wall.

LAVINIA

Why do you need Furui City to tell

you who you are? You’re fucking

gross.

LIU JUNJIE

There is nothing even remotely

resembling humanity in Caihong

City. What are Slums people doing

with these organs? Who has these

organs? What kind of people would

take poor children’s organs?

Someone powerful, but who’s

powerful in the Slums...

LAVINIA

Well, you figure that shit out on

your fucking own! I’m not gonna

help you become one of them. Fuck

off and die, dipshits.

Lavinia leaves.

SERIOJA

But the keys ! Serioja has the

keys!

Serioja takes a keychain with big keys attached to it out of

his totem bag. He throws them in Liu Junjie’s lap and starts

wobbling after Lavinia.

LIU JUNJIE

Stop. What are you doing? We don’t

need the whore!

Serioja falls on the cement and starts to cry.

Serioja and Liu Junjie are left alone.
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33 INT. FURUI CITY PEGASUS INFIRMARY - NIGHT

In a darkly lit room, a laboratory. Ecaterina works hard. An

LED sign reads Pegasus Infirmary. Mister B erbek enters with

an exaggerated bow.

MISTER BERBEK

Ma’am.

ECATERINA

What do you want, Berbek?

MISTER BERBEK

I am bringing you news.

ECATERINA

I’m sure you are. What is it?

MISTER BERBEK

Precisely I am inclined to say that

even if my current situation is

failing I think I am so inclined to

say maybe my current situation in

not failing after all if that all

is of interest.

Ecaterina writes something down. Busy.

MISTER BERBEK

I have reasons to believe that what

I believe to be true is true. I

have reasons to believe that we

have found it, Ma’am.

Ecaterina sighs and tiredly works on a lab experim nt.

ECATERINA

Aren’t they pulling you off the

project? ’Cause you failed your

last one... Just do as they say.

MISTER BERBEK

No, nein, uncontrollable syllabe. I

love being who I am. Please talk to

them, they listen to you.

ECATERINA

The new Supertask candidate should

be arriving in a week and I have to

be there. I don’t want to be near

them for longer than I have to.

(CONTINUED)
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MISTER BERBEK

But, this child Ma’am. It had a

unicorn mask, ma’am.

Ecaterina stops doing whatever she is doing. She starts

quivering and breathing fast.

MISTER BERBEK

Ecaterina, there is hope. Your

creation was not in vain.

ECATERINA

You need to find it Berbek. Now!

MISTER BERBEK

At your command. With only one

request, bien sur. Keep me on the

project, talk to the committee,

until I do the deed.

MONTAGE - VARIOUS

34 A) INT. DARK SEWERS - NIGHT

SUPERIMPOSE TITLE: SEKTOR CIEL FOUR DAYS LEFT

Serioja and Liu Junjie go on without Lavinia. They crawl

through the sewers. Liu Junjie is in a lot of pain. He

follows the glitch’s location on the pod with his finger.

Serioja sings something.

TRANSITION INTO

A Pacman type sequence where Liu Junjie and Serioja follow

Kurupuru in the sewers’ maze. They fail to catch it.

35 B) EXT. ABANDONED ROLLERCOASTER - DAY

SUPERIMPOSE TITLE: SEKTOR COUSCOUS

Liu Junjie and Serioja try to make a BUTTERFLY CATCHER like

Lavinia’s. Liu Junjie looks at glitch on the pod. He points

to somewhere in the distance. They see Kurupuru’s shadow

. Serioja runs to it with the makeshift BUTTERFLY CATCHER.

Kurupuru disappears and Serioja falls on his face. Liu

Junjie sees the glitch is moving. Liu Junjie GETS SICK. A

car passes by -
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36 INT. CAR TRAINYARD - DAY

Miss Berbek takes a photo from inside the car.

37 C) EXT. CEMETERY - DAY

Serioja pushes Liu Junjie’s wheelchair into a cemetery. An

old tram line above. Serioja looks up. He sees Kurupuru. He

runs to it with the makeshift BUTTERFLY CATCHER again, but

he is not strong enough to jump very high. They look at

dates on various tombstones and see that only children were

burried there.

38 D) EXT. ABANDONED CAR - NIGHT

SUPERIMPOSE TITLE: SEKTOR RAIN

Liu Junjie sleeps in an abandoned car. It’s cold. He’s

exhausted. Serioja is outside chewing on his hallucinogenic

plants and crying.

END OF MONTAGE

39 EXT. ABANDONED CAR - NIGHT

Serioja stuffs his face with herbs while crying.

Liu Junjie’s POD blinks.

Serioja turns to look and sees Lavinia on the screen. She is

not far from them. A Phone Booth a couple of miles away.

SERIOJA

(whispering)

Ahhhhh! Lady Lavinia! Must go find

her!

Serioja leaves.

40 EXT. PHONE BOOTH - NIGHT

Serioja finds Lavinia talking on the phone in a phone booth.

He climbs on top of the booth and listens to her

conversation.

LAVINIA

Yes..yes...we’re...we’re headed

towards Sektor Puroi. Where we

found the kidney boy that one time.

Kurupuru is there, I will have her

to you soon....

Lavinia pats herself down in search of a cigarette.

(CONTINUED)
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LAVINIA

Yes, yes, of course...Uh, what

should I do with them after?

Continues patting. No Sertra-X.

LAVINIA

Fuck. Oh... Are you sure? Oh...ok

Serioja loses balance and falls down. Lavinia hangs up.

LAVINIA

What are you doing here, fatso?!

SERIOJA

Boy likes girl, girl kills boy?

Lavinia grabs Serioja by his shirt, choking him.

LAVINIA

You have to be quiet about this you

fucking asshole retard piece of

shit trash, you weird ass

motherfucker. Or I’ll tell Liu

you’re a gross pedo in love with

that weird fucking creature..!

SERIOJA

Lavinia tell someone where we are?

Lavinia lets go of Serioja. He falls to the ground.

LAVINIA

Ahhhh, fuck! Fucking Supertasker!!

SERIOJA

(getting up)

Sertra-X makes the sadness away/

beautiful girl deserves a bouquet

Serioja pulls a cigarette out of his totem bag, places it on

Lavinia’s mouth and lights it.

Face to face. His eyes, wet.

LAVINIA

Stop saying shit!

Lavinia punches him to the floor and takes a big hit of her

new cigarette.

(CONTINUED)
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SERIOJA

Owie!!

LAVINIA

(smoking)

I am going to like replace your

eyeballs with your like fucking

testicles.

Serioja stands up slowly and POPS out a carton of Sertra-X

from his totem bag.

SERIOJA

Serioja has lots of flowers for you

if you are nice to Liu!

LAVINIA

How did you...Gimme that!

She reaches for it. Serioja stands back and puts it away.

SERIOJA

(saying no with his finger)

Niu niu niu!

LAVINIA

Are you like fucking serious?

Serioja POPS out the Sertra-X carton again, like a bunny

from a top hat. He approaches Lavinia as if approaching an

angry dog.

SERIOJA

Nice? Nice Lavinia come back to Liu

Junjie?

Lavinia stands looking at Serioja.

LAVINIA

Whatever.

Serioja hands over the carton of Sertra-X.

SERIOJA

Sometimes to make the things you

don’t like disappear, you just have

to say "hello!" to the things you

don’t like...
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41 INT. ABANDONED CAR - NIGHT

Lavinia and Serioja return to Lou Junjie as he’s shivering,

trying to sleep inside an abandoned car with no windows.

Lavinia sneaks in besides him and covers him with a dirty

blanket.

LIU JUNJIE

(sleepily)

Ah, the whore has returned for her

payment?

LAVINIA

Don’t like flatter yourself, you

traitor.

LIU JUNJIE

I would be better of using my time

conversing with the bubbling gasses

from an open sewer.

42 INT. RED ROOM (NIGHTMARE)

A room flooded by a red light and a LITTLE GIRL WITH BLACK

HAIR in the corner, knees to her chin.

Little Liu Junjie lying on a bed. Blood all over the floor.

Above the bed, a machine with a hose, following this tube,

an exhaust pipe. Surgical instruments.

A door opens and closes.

The girl with black hair. Looks at him.

Madam hands out two jars with two kidneys to someone.

43 EXT. PLAYGROUND SEKTOR PUROI - DAY (NIGHTMARE)

Little Liu Junjie meets a little girl with black hair in the

sunny playground.

YOUNG GIRL WITH BLACK HAIR

Hello, Liu Junjie!

44 EXT. ABANDONED CAR - NIGHT

Liu Junjie wakes up in a sweat. Lavinia is near him, she

snores.

The two of them cuddle close for warmth. Liu Junjie touches

Lavinia’s boob. Lavinia opens her eyes.

(CONTINUED)
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LAVINIA

Get your disgusting blood clotted

hand away from me, Supertasker.

45 INT. TRAIN TO SEKTOR PUROI - DAY

Liu Junjie and Lavinia sit on the train next to each other,

Liu Junjie by the window. On the opposite side, Serioja

sleeps and snores. Slums storming by the window.

LIU JUNJIE

I can’t believe the Mercury Canal

looks so serene from here. From up

here you wouldn’t guess it was the

most dangerously toxic water on the

planet.

LAVINIA

Fucking Mercury polluting the

slums. And the Furui fuckers

hanging out in their like perfect

fucking glass dome.

LIU JUNJIE

Yes, Furui City is cleaner than

anything you and I could ever

imagine. The people there...they’re

clean and healthy too. I’ve seen

pictures of people from the slums

with Mercury poisoning after the

year of the Spill. You must’ve

witnessed it.

LAVINIA

What do you mean?

LIU JUNJIE

You must’ve seen the wreckage, I

mean.

LAVINIA

Why?

LIU JUNJIE

How old are you?

LAVINIA

How old do you think?

LIU JUNJIE

I don’t know, 40?

(CONTINUED)
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LAVINIA

I’m 26.

Silence.

LAVINIA

Anyway, like I couldn’t have seen

it because I’ve never been to

fucking Sektor Puroi cause it’s so

fucking toxic and like nasty.

LIU JUNJIE

I was born here, buei.

LAVINIA

Oh...

Lavinia lights a Sertra-X and tries to change the subject.

LAVINIA

So you like did a lot of research

for your stupid Supertask map?

LIU JUNJIE

It’s not a map and yes. The first

five years was just that, history

books to understand its geography.

The streets are so convoluted and

wretched that no one knows how to

get anywhere anymore... The

labyrinth it has become. It was

like a puzzle. I didn’t go out of

the house for years, I would just

research and then build inside the

pod. I would dream about the first

Supertasker, the woman doctor... A

genius. In her time, they

comissioned a kind of medical

innovation that the public never

really knew the details to, I

imagine she was curing something, I

would die to know what her

Supertask really was...

Lavinia rolls her eyes in disgust but doesn’t say anything.

Out the window, the Mercury Sea.

LIU JUNJIE

The Second Colony came to Caihong

City and they had this dream of

building a better area. The Second

Colony brought a lot of resources,

(MORE)
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LIU JUNJIE (cont’d)
trading, food, they gave Caihong

people jobs to build Furui City and

its glass cupola to protect it from

the pollution. The Caihong City

crooks got jobs in the construction

of the cupola, the interior, then

the moat. When they finished, the

Second Colony closed the doors to

the people of Caihong and left them

in the Slums. They thought they

were better than us...uh, I mean

them.

LAVINIA

That’s not fucking fair.

LIU JUNJIE

What’s fair? Have you looked at the

Slums lately? Nothing but pollution

and misery and dirty people that

steal from each other. That steal

fucking organs from each other.

From children. Like Lebrac’s boys,

who does that? But then Furui City

officers thought of a way to allow

intelligent Slum citizens access. A

chosen few. And then the first

Supertasker got the first Supertask

and got residency and then there

was hope for the few decent people

left in the Slums. After all these

years, I hate the Slummers who

haven’t figured out a way to treat

each other well, rather than the

people who sealed us in here in the

first place.

LAVINIA

You have to be like fucking kidding

me.

Lavinia looks at Liu Junjie’s reflection in the night train

and sees him as a little boy. She leans in to pinch his

cheek.

LAVINIA

(pinching his cheek)

You’re not like going to convince

me that becoming one of those fat

fuckers is a good idea, ok?

They lean in for a kiss, until Lavinia smells something.

(CONTINUED)
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LAVINIA

Did you like fart?

They turn towards Serioja and look at his butt. Lavinia gets

up and leaves.

46 INT. PHONE BOOTH TRAIN - DAY

Lavinia calls a number. She lies and hesitates. On the

phone:

LAVINIA

Yes, we changed our course... we’re

actually going to... back to Sektor

Ciel... Yes back... the map shows

Kurupuru there...

47 INT. BROTHEL SHITTY OFFICE - NIGHT

Madam hangs up the phone. Miss Berbek shows her a picture of

Liu, Lavinia and Serioja waiting for the train to Sektor

Puroi.

MISS BERBEK

The whore of Babylon is lying.

MADAM

I can’t believe it... Miss Berbek,

She...Lavinia must have a plan...

Miss Berbek grabs Madam’s cheeks and squirst orange juice in

her eyes.

MISS BERBEK

You like that, baby?

MADAM

Please Miss Berbek, you can have

one of our delicious men or women

here...anything you want.

MISS BERBEK

Puah! You mean you think I would

like to get the Plague? Hmm? Are

you on your way to track your

scoundrels? She is lying to

you...poor, poor creature.

MADAM

I..I don’t know. I..I fear she’s

falling in love with that

wheelchair man...

(CONTINUED)
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MISS BERBEK

Shiver me timbers. People who

associate with people that they

have previously torn from organ to

organ feel guilty. Is your whore

feeling guilty...hm?

MADAM

Even though she’s full, Miss, I

doubt there is an inch of heart

left inside her.

48 INT. TRAIN TO SEKTOR PUROI - DAY

SUPERIMPOSE TITLE: SEKTOR PUROI, THREE DAYS LEFT

Serioja opens the door with Liu Junjie.

SERIOJA

(eating his herbs)

Bird by bird. I killed them. Death

is the only metal with a higher

alkaline property than mercury and

that’s why things are divided the

way that they are.

LIU JUNJIE

Guards are here.

Guards storm in.

GUARD 2

Check up please.

GUARD3

You’re not from here! Do you have

any plants of any sorts from other

Sektors? Sektor Puroi is under

quarantine.

Serioja sneaks his herbs in Liu’s melted chocolated bowl.

GUARD 1

You need to get off this train and

into the bathhouse!

GUARD 2

You stink!

GUARD 1

Get off this fucking train.

(CONTINUED)
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LAVINIA

What!? No fucking way.

The guard hits Lavinia in the stomach.

GUARD2

What is this fucking smell?!!

GUARD1

How long has it been since you’ve

taken a bath?!

GUARD3

You have to be bathed in order to

enter this Sektor!

Guards prepare their weapons to hit. The train goes through

a tunnel. Blackness. A unicorn shadow. A bird screech. Liu

Junjie’s Glitch gets humongous on the pod. The train comes

out of the tunnel. The guards are gone.

LAVINIA

Where did they go?

49 EXT. SEKTOR PUROI TRAIN TRACKS - DAY

Liu Junjie, Serioja and Lavinia jump out of the train. Liu

Junjie falls on his fistulas and it hurts. He can barely

move. He has tears in his eyes. Pain. His stomach is so

enlarged he looks pregnant now.

LIU JUNJIE

I need to purify my blood... All

this liquid has gone to my stomach.

50 INT. BATHHOUSE - DAY

A public bathhouse with beach murals. Lavinia and Serioja

naked, play in the water. Lavinia has a cigarette in her

mouth. Liu Junjie stands on the side of the pool with his

pod undergoing the Blood Purification Ritual. His stomach

gets smaller.

A telescreen up somewhere, broadcasting advertisement.

Serioja and Lavinia are in the water with WU AYI - an old

Chinese woman. NOTE: Following dialogue in Chinese.

WU AYI

Young man. Do you speak the ancient

language?

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

Yes.

WU AYI

Ah, that’s good. That’s good.

Wu Ayi puts some sort of soapy herb on her body and rubs it.

LIU JUNJIE

You live in Puroi?

WU AYI

All my life.

LIU JUNJIE

I’m from here.

WU AYI

Ah, that’s good, that’s good.

LIU JUNJIE

So you still live here even though

it’s so bad? Why didn’t you move?

WU AYI

Ah no no no no.

LIU JUNJIE

(eyes on Virtual Caihong City)

The level of pollution here is so

bad it’s almost unbreathable...

WU AYI

I would never leave Sektor Puroi.

LIU JUNJIE

But this is the shittiest sektor in

Caihong City.

WU AYI

Oh young man you wouldn’t

understand. Young people like you

don’t know. But this is my home,

young man.

LIU JUNJIE

Indeed, but your home is killing

you.

WU AYI

Young man, people love their lands

no matter how polluted they are.

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

You’re trying to be a martyr, old

woman?

WU AYI

Everyone’s a martyr in Caihong

City. We sing our death song here

and then we die like heroes going

home.

Liu Junjie looks at the Virtual Caihong closely.

WU AYI

Young man... Something’s not right

with your friend.

LIU JUNJIE

Correct. He’s on hallucinogenics.

WU AYI

No young man, something’s not right

with his...

The city and Liu’s, Serioja’s and Lavinia’s tracking dots

blink in the Virtual Public Bathhouse. Liu Junjie looks at

the history of their movements inside the Slums. He sees

where they last escaped from the guards. There is another

point, a fourth point, that he can’t identify. It’s been

following them since they first left his shack. How had he

not seen this before? He zooms in.

SERIOJA

(flaps his penis)

Look Lavinia!

Lavinia pushes Serioja’s head underwater. Serioja can’t get

out. He gets all red. He comes out and splashes water on

Lavinia. They play for a while. Liu Junjie continues to look

at his pod.

WU AYI

Ahh young people!

LIU JUNJIE

(to Serioja and Lavinia)

Hey! Could we advance? I think

there’s a problem.

Serioja and Lavinia keep playing in the water. We see the

Virtual Caihong City in Liu Junjie’s eyes. He finishes his

blood ritual and gets in his wheelchair.

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

Someone has been following us...

And it’s not Kurupuru...

He looks around. He wheels out. Lavinia and Liu Junjie don’t

notice his absence and continue to play.

51 EXT. BATHHOUSE - DAY

Liu Junjie wheels away. He follows the unidentified dot on

Virtual Caihong City. There’s a strong wind. He gets hit by

an unknown force and falls to the ground. Madam hits the pod

and the pod breaks.

FADE OUT

52 EXT. SEKTOR PUROI - NIGHT

Serioja carries Liu Junjie on his back. Lavinia walks in

front. Liu Junjie is bleeding and unconscious.

LAVINIA

So... that was weird.

FLASHBACK TO:

MONTAGE

53 A) INT. BATHHOUSE - DAY

Serioja and Lavinia are playing in the water. Kurupuru shows

up at the window and smashes the window with a crowbar.

54 B) EXT. BATHHOUSE - DAY

Serioja and Lavinia run out with the BUTTERFLY CATCHER.

SERIOJA

Yipeee!

LAVINIA

Where the fuck is the diseased

Supertasker?

55 C) EXT. BATHHOUSE ROAD - DAY

Serioja and Lavinia run after Kurupuru.
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56 D) EXT. EDIFICE - DAY

Serioja and Lavinia find Liu Junjie in his own blood with a

head wound. Kurupuru disappears. Serioja and Lavinia look

after it and wonder what just happened.

END OF MONTAGE

BACK TO:

57 EXT. POLLUTED RIVER - DAY

Serioja carries Liu Junjie on his back. Lavinia smokes a

cigarette.

LAVINIA

Why aren’t you munching on your

herbs anymore, retard?

SERIOJA

Serioja was scared and lost his

herbs, now Serioja has none. Herbs

don’t make the Devil go away, herbs

only keep the Devil at bay.

LAVINIA

What happens when you don’t take

them?

SERIOJA

Devil says: "let me in, let me in,

when my lungs are caving in."

(looks around)

Map is gone, we are gone, but we

don’t know where...

LAVINIA

Just follow me.

SERIOJA

But Lavinia says she didn’t know

this place!

LAVINIA

I thought you were sleeping when I

said that, fucker.

SERIOJA

A glitch creeped into Lavinia’s

eye, it made a house inside Lou

Junjie’s thigh, watch it as it

catches others passing by.

(CONTINUED)
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LAVINIA

Who the fuck are you ? What the

fuck are you talking about? And why

are you crying?

SERIOJA

Serioja’s not crying!

LAVINIA

There’s a fucking tear like down

your fucking like cheek, man.

SERIOJA

Lavinia went to Shanghai, Mumbai,

Dubai, Versailles with William Mary

Bligh...

LAVINIA

Stop that and stop fucking crying!

SERIOJA

Serioja knows Lavinia likes to lie

to her friends, but also Serioja

knows Lavinia doesn’t.

LAVINIA

I don’t have any friends, Serioja.

SERIOJA

Scary woman eats children....

LAVINIA

What did you fucking say?

SERIOJA

Serioja knows Lavinia does bad

things. Why does scary woman do bad

things?

LAVINIA

Sertra-X.

SERIOJA

Lavinia does mean things because

Lavinia is sad.

LAVINIA

AHHHHH! You know the pain you feel

in your head like when it hurts so

bad like your Devil’s Headache or

whatever, that horrible feeling

right? Imagine if that feeling

wasn’t like in one of your organs,

(MORE)
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LAVINIA (cont’d)
but instead it was like all over

you, inside and out, like all the

way down to your butthole and like

in every one of your cells,

throbbing and like hurting, and

imagine if like that feeling, that

pain, would like never go away and

like every second it’s there and

you know it’s there and after every

second there’s like another second

of that pain, and it’s not... like

you can’t call it sadness cause

that’s like fucking pussyshit, it’s

like this pain that never stops and

it’s all over your body and like

you don’t want anything other than

for it to like go away? And you

know that only sertraline needles

and Sertra-X cigarettes will like

make it go away?

SERIOJA

Why doesn’t Lavinia hang herself

with some tightrope?

LAVINIA

Because I don’t want to hurt

myself, idiot. I just want to stop

hurting, like for it to go away and

Setra-X makes the horror disappear.

SERIOJA

Aaaaaah, Lavinia is in a lot of

pain. Heye-hi, tongue-ties!/

Serioja knows pie with a small

blink of his eye!

LAVINIA

Jesus fucking Christ, Serioja, can

you like be like a fucking normal

person every once in a while?

SERIOJA

Lavinia wants Serioja to be like

Lavinia. Serioja will be like

Lavinia in a couple of hours.

LAVINIA

Huh? What do you mean? What is

wrong with your brain?

(CONTINUED)
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SERIOJA

Serioja’s brain is really aware

that it exists right now because

Serioja’s brain hurts a lot.

(Pause) Lavinia, Serioja’s tired of

carrying Lou Junjie, and it hurts.

LAVINIA

That’s cause you’re fucking weak

and fat.

SERIOJA

Cary him, please? Let me innnn, Let

me innn...

Serioja starts crying. Lavinia walks in front.

SERIOJA

Take him, Lavinia? Until my lungs

are caving innn....

They walk. Serioja crying, carrying Liu Junjie. Lavinia

ignores Serioja’s pleas and walks quietly.

58 EXT. TANTI LILI’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Lavinia and Serioja carrying Liu Junjie arrive at an

entryway to a basement. A MOUSTACHE MAN stands there.

MOUSTACHE MAN

Fuck off ! Who are you? Get the

fuck away.

LAVINIA

Can we see Tanti Lili ? We’re

friends.

MOUSTACHE MAN

She’s busy. Fuck off. She didn’t

let no notice that ugly woman with

weird men come to her door.

LAVINIA

C’mon asshole. Let us go through.

If you want you can fuck this fat

kid or me.

SERIOJA

Huh?

A plump Romanian woman comes out of the house and smiles at

Lavinia. Following dialogue in Romanian:

(CONTINUED)
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TANTI LILI

Lavinia! Tu-ti fata aia ! (Lavinia,

fuck that face of yours!)

LAVINIA

Tanti Lili ! Ce-i cu mazdracucu

asta tu ? (Aunt Lili! What’s up

with this poser right here?)

TANTI LILI

Ei ce vrei tu? Is hoti pe-aici, nu

mai e cum era, ce crezi tu? (Well,

what do you want? There’s so many

thieves around, it’s not like it

used to be, what do you think?

LAVINIA

Asa-i Tanti Lili ? (Is that so,

Aunt Lili?)

Tanti Lili hugs Lavinia.

TANTI LILI

N-ai mai trecut pe la tanti-ta de o

mie de ani, tu ! (You haven’t been

here to see your auntie in a

million years!)

LAVINIA

Tre sa-l ajuti pe shau asta! (Well,

our friend here needs help)

TANTI LILI

Tuuu dar il stiu pe baiatu asta.

(Oh, but I know this boy.)

59 INT. TANTI LILI’S HOUSE - NIGHT

A crowded chamber, with medical supplies and machines. Walls

are decomposing. Dust everywhere. Tanti Lili signals to

Serioja to drop Liu Junjie on the bed as she takes their

bags which include a WATER BOTTLE and the BOWL OF CHOCOLATE

and she puts it inside a FRIDGE.

Tanti Lili attends to Liu Junjie’s wounds. His body is

shriveled and weak. She hooks up Serioja and Lavinia to a

bloodtype testing machine.

TANTI LILI

Ia te uita, ai aceeasi grupa de

sange ca baiatu’. (Oh look at that,

you have the same blood group as

the boy)

(CONTINUED)
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SERIOJA

What did cute auntie say?

Serioja lies on his back and Tanti Lili scratches his belly.

LAVINIA

That I have the same blood group as

Liu Junjie, weirdo.

Tanti Lili draws blood from Lavinia and transfuses it to Liu

Junjie. Liu Junjie’s stomach is big again. As Tanti Lili

leans over Liu Junjie together with Lavinia, Liu Junjie

opens his eyes slightly. Tanti Lili’s face approaches Liu

Junjie’s face.

FLASHBACK:

60 INT. RED ROOM

Little Liu Junjie on the table, he looks at his feet then

looks at his stomach that now has two scars.

Little girl with black hair in the corner.

Kidneys are being taken away. Little Liu Junjie vomiting,

being cared by a little girl.

61 EXT. CAIHONG CITY STREETS

Slums, streets, tram cars, night, day, noise, garbage, seen

from a car.

62 INT. TANTI LILI’S HOUSE - DAY

Tanti Lili and little girl with black hair lean over Liu

Junjie’s body, in the red room.

BACK TO PRESENT DAY

63 INT. TANTI LILI’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Liu Junjie gets up on the bed.

LIU JUNJIE

You!

Lavinia looks at him, surprised. Serioja’s nose drips.

SERIOJA

Serioja feels not good.

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

You’re the girl... That took my

kidneys. You took my kidneys.And

you

(to Tanti Lili)

I know you, too!

SERIOJA

Blickety blu, dreaming of you.

LIU JUNJIE

(towards Lavinia)

You took me to the playground... We

were friends... We were playing in

Sektor Puroi... You took me by the

hand and then I woke up... In the

red room... And I had no kidneys...

SERIOJA

(sliding on the couch,

fainting)

Helooo, thing I don’t like.

Liu Junjie gets out of bed, pushing the medical machines

away, his blood spilling out of his fistula.

SERIOJA

(hums, feels weird)

Devil, devil, stay away... come

again another day...

LIU JUNJIE

You... Destroyed... Everything...

Liu Junjie leaves the house. Darkness behind.

FLASHBACK:

64 EXT. SEKTOR PUROI - DAY

Little Liu Junjie is playing with neon rubber toys. Little

Lavinia sees him and talks to him. Together they go to a

playground.

LITTLE LAVINIA

Hello, Liu Junjie.
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65 INT. RED ROOM

Little Liu Junjie wakes up in a pool of sweat on a hospital

bed in a room with red lights.

Little Lavinia is in the corner crying. Little Lavinia takes

care of him, gives him some water. Little Lavinia sleeps

with him in the bed. Pets his back.

Madam comes in. Opens and closes the door. The door opens...

to the hallway of the BROTHEL. Arcades.

Men and Women in outfits. Orange peels falling on the floor.

BACK TO PRESENT DAY:

66 EXT. GLOOMY ALLEY - NIGHT

Liu Junjie slowly wheels away, blood pouring out. It’s dark.

He is sick.

LIU JUNJIE

Of course... The Brothel, It’s just

a cover-up...

Lavinia walks behind him.

LIU JUNJIE

Of course, I was there- as a little

boy- I was there, the brothel is

where they take the children. Oh

god, to steal their organs...

LAVINIA

Liu Junjie ! Wait. I didn’t know. I

didn’t know... They were going do

that.

LIU JUNJIE

(singing in Chinese)

Leaving home as a kid and returning

as an adult, No accents changed but

my hair is grey. Children saw me

but do not know me, they ask with a

smile "dear guest, where are you

from?"
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67 INT. TANTI LILI’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Serioja falls to the floor in a headache attack. Tanti Lili

grabs his arms.

SERIOJA

Aaaaaaaahhhhh!!!!! Aaaaah!!!!!

Serioja crawls, desperately looking for herbs. He can’t find

them.

FLASHBACK TO:

68 INT. TRAIN TO SEKTOR PUROI - NIGHT

Serioja dips his herbs in Liu’s melted chocolated bowl.

BACK TO:

69 INT. TANTI LILI’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Serioja looks at the fridge in Tanti Lili’s house. He opens

it open and sees the chocolate bowl - frozen. He takes it

and starts hiting it on the ground howling and crying, tries

to reach for the herbs inside the frozen mass. This is real

pain.

70 EXT. GLOOMY ALLEY - NIGHT

Liu Junjie walks away in the dark alley, losing blood and

singing to the black sky. A couple of moons in the universe.

LAVINIA

Wait, asshole. Don’t go please,

wait. Liu Junjie... I didn’t

fucking know they were gonna take

both...

Liu Junjie sings louder, interrupting Lavinia’s cries.

71 INT. TANTI LILI’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Tanti Lili kneels down to Serioja’s level. He is convulsing

in pain.

TANTI LILI

Ce-ai mai baiete? (What’s wrong,

boy?)

SERIOJA

AAAAAAAA !!!!
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72 EXT. GLOOMY ALLEY - NIGHT

Liu Junjie wheels ahead, Lavinia walks behind him

LAVINIA

I didn’t know they were gonna take

both of your kidneys ! I didn’t

like know! When I saw what they

did, I took you to Tanti Lili cause

she was like the only person I knew

that wasn’t into the affair and she

saved you and gave you your

purification machine. Don’t you

remember? You must like remember

this? I saved you...I didn’t know

they were planning on killing you !

LIU JUNJIE

Who do you work for ?

LAVINIA

Madam. A woman called Madam. She

gave me everything I have.

Sertra-X, everything.

LIU JUNJIE

Why does she steal children’s

organs?

LAVINIA

I don’t know.

LIU JUNJIE

Where do you take these kidneys.

Who has my kidneys?

LAVINIA

I don’t know. I can’t remember. I

wasn’t allowed to see much. Please.

LIU JUNJIE

Did you know it was me when you

first saw me?

FLASHBACK TO:

73 INT. BROTHEL LAVINIA’S - PARLOR

Lavinia puts the cigarette down and kneels by Liu Junjie’s

crotch and takes down his pants and sees two red scars on

both of the sides of his torso. She is shocked and moves

away, in recognition. Her heart beats really fast. Liu

Junjie ignores this.
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BACK TO PRESENT DAY:

74 EXT. GLOOMY ALLEY - NIGHT

Liu Junjie wheels into the darkness, Lavinia slowly walks

behind.

LAVINIA

No. No. I’m sorry Liu Junjie. I

didn’t know back then.

LIU JUNJIE

What are Slums people doing with

these organs? Who has these

organs?

Lavinia reaches for Liu Junjie. Liu Junjie turns towards

her.

LAVINIA

I’m just as fucked as you. I never

forgot you.

LIU JUNJIE

But you kept doing it, again and

again. To other children.

LAVINIA

Yeah, well at least I am not a

fucking Supertasker traitor trying

to leave the people that like

fucking care about you behind! And

for what? For a more fucked up

world with rich fatsos!? If you do

the thing you hate the most a

thousand times, over and over

again...

LIU JUNJIE

Trauma is like a hot potato, you

have to keep throwing it up and

down to prevent from burning

yourself completely.

LAVINIA

Ah, great! Now you sound like

fucking Serioja!

LIU JUNJIE

I’m not angry, whore. I love you.

(CONTINUED)
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LAVINIA

What did you say, asshole?

LIU JUNJIE

Of course, buei. It’s like that.

The more you remember a memory and

play it through your head, the

stronger and more real the memory

becomes. When I was a little boy

lying in bed, I used to dream of

meeting you in the future. Take

everything I have inside. Why not,

buei? Take my other organs too. I

don’t care.

LAVINIA

I guess we all need like a fucking

fantasy or two.

Liu Junjie grabs Lavinia’s boob and kisses her. They kiss

for a long time, moaning. Lavinia licks his blood clots.

75 INT. TANTI LILI’S HOUSE - NIGHT

A shadow of Kurupuru covers the small round-shaped window.

Serioja calms down after the Devil’s Headache attack, his

eyes bulging with tears.

76 EXT. GLOOMY ALLEY - NIGHT

Liu Junjie and Lavinia try to have sex, but Liu Junjie can’t

perform due to his physical state. They start going down on

each other, in a ying-yang sort of way, their bodies

matching upside down, like a mirror.

FLASHBACK TO:

77 INT. RED ROOM

Little Lavinia’s feet are in Little Liu Junjie’s face. She

sleeps in the same bed as him.

BACK TO

78 EXT. GLOOMY ALLEY - NIGHT

Liu Junjie and Lavinia are performing oral sex to each

other.
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79 INT. PEGASUS INFIRMARY - NIGHT

A long row of organs inside jars.

Ecaterina’s silhouette. She recites a poem as she cleans her

instruments.

ECATERINA

You swallow a supernova and then

become a flower. Your throat burns

like ice on your palms. Ouch! No,

Yes, No. There’s a ladybug on my

shoe, she knows nothing about

terrains, the rights and the

wrongs. She has a stutter on her

wings, she’ll move like butter and

stutter down my leg and come back

up my knee. She is a ladybug, sweet

and rosie with many marks on her

shell. She wants to be a painter

and a dancer but doesn’t know how

to get off my shoe. Her hair

dangles off the same direction and

her stomach sometimes gurgles at

night. Gurgle. Gurgle. Gurgle.

80 EXT. BROKEN EDIFICE - DAY

SUPERIMPOSE TITLE: SEKTOR METHRONOME, TWO DAYS LEFT

Lavinia and Liu walk near an edifice with broken windows.

There’s LOUD MUSIC coming from somewhere. They are searching

for Serioja.

LAVINIA

Like where the fuck are we?

LIU JUNJIE

I don’t think we’re on the right

path to Tanti Lili’s anymore.

LAVINIA

Fuck. We lost the fat kid.

A dehydrated DRUNK TRANNY comes out. She stumbles across

Liu’s wheelchair.

DRUNK TRANNY

Oh dear, you look like shizzle. And

you smell like death.

Liu looks her in the eyes.

(CONTINUED)
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DRUNK TRANNY

Do you sour bunnies have water? And

what’s with you?

(to Lavinia)

Aw, that hair is... Oh you’re cute,

you’re cute. Come inside, join us

for our festivities!

LIU JUNJIE

What is this?

DRUNK TRANNY

It’s a Furui City pretend-party,

bien sur!

They walk inside the broken edifice.

DRUNK TRANNY

I am soooooo thirsty!!

81 INT. BROKEN EDIFICE - DAY

People dance and wear paper outfits with drawn suits on

them. A WEIRD BAND is playing in the background.

On a dirty couch, in the darkness, Serioja sits. Eyes puffy.

He holds the bowl of melted chocolate, now melted. The herbs

are in there, untouched.

He quivers, like someone who has just been through a painful

colonoscopy.

LIU JUNJIE

Serioja!

LAVINIA

Serioja!

DRUNK TRANNY

(seeing a big jug of water)

Aaaaaah!

The drunk tranny drinks the water.

Liu Junjie gets out of his wheelchair and advances towards

Serioja. He recomposes himself.

DRUNK TRANNY

(wiping mouth)

You know this poor fucker? Some

friends you are ! I found him, not

much of a talker, ei? But I love

what’s he done with his eyes!

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

What’s he done with his eyes?

DRUNK TRANNY

Those contact lens are fab! Just

like Furui City people!

In a series of close-ups on Liu Junjie’s, Lavinia’s and

Drunk Tranny’s eyes followed by Serioja’s eyes: Serioja’s

iris is definitely different than everyone else’s.

DRUNK TRANNY

He managed to hide the Slums eyes

so well!

82 EXT. FOREST IKIBAYA - NIGHT

A forest made of plastic trees. A fake river. Liu Junjie and

Lavinia face Serioja.

LAVINIA

Okay, retard, tell us the truth now

once and for all.

LIU JUNJIE

It’s time, Serioja.

LAVINIA

Yeah tell us the truth, fatso. Or

I’m going to kill you.

LIU JUNJIE

Why don’t you have Slum eyes like

s?

SERIOJA

Because Serioja is not from the

Slums. Kurupuru, where are you ???

LIU JUNJIE

Can you feel her? How can you? We

don’t have Virtual Caihong anymore.

SERIOJA

Kurupuru ?? It’s me !

LAVINIA

It’s "me"?

LIU JUNJIE

You’re scared of telling us the

truth.

(CONTINUED)
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Serioja points at Furui City - the glass dome in the

distance.

SERIOJA

There.

LIU JUNJIE

It’s time.

SERIOJA

Serioja was born in Furui City...

Serioja has Devil aches since

Serioja remembers and Serioja

remembers a lot..

LIU JUNJIE

What? I thought Furui City

residents don’t have diseases...

SERIOJA

Serioja was crying in his mother’s

tummy. Boo hoo hoo crying...Serioja

came out and could not stop crying

tears paperplanes tears and a wet

blanket...all these knives, octopus

tentacles coming in Serioja’s

brain, my neurons breaking their

necks, Snap, Snap, Snapping inside

my ears! My mum, mama, my mami, a

doctor and the infirmary where she

took me and all these red, orange,

yellow, green and purple medicines,

pills inside me from her and my

tears were different colors because

the Devil would push them out from

inside my eye sock-its, push push

and push and wet tears everywhere

wet...

FLASHBACK TO:

83 INT. PEGASUS INFIRMARY - DAY

Little Serioja is sitting on a bed and a BLOND WOMAN

(Ecaterina) covers her face in her palms. Little Serioja is

taken away. The door closes as Little Serioja is left in a

hospital room by himself.

SERIOJA (V.O)

Serioja doesn’t remember his mama’s

face, no sunshine anymore because

her hands always covered her rays

and Serioja doesn’t remember, only

(MORE)
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SERIOJA (V.O) (cont’d)
her blonde hair, like the sun too,

and Serioja’s tears and his mum’s

hands covering her sun rays.

FLASHBACK TO:

84 INT. PEGASUS INFIRMARY - DAY

Little Serioja in a clean bed, wearing cute pajama pants,

looks out the window.

SERIOJA (V.O.)

Serioja was all by himself with the

devil knocking on his head at

night. Knock knock knock, let me

in, let me in, let me in!

Little Serioja is wearing a heavy helmet on his head and

some Furui City medicals check his pulse.

Little Serioja looks out the window into the Slums below.

Little Serioja starts crying and falls to the floor.

BACK TO PRESENT:

85 EXT. FOREST IKIBAYA NIGHT

Lavinia and Liu listen to Serioja as he talks and avoids

looking at them.

SERIOJA

But then Serioja saw a vision, saw

her little feet, little birds

brushing my feet and taking the

pain away and then the devil would

come and I would say hey! And this

dream took me to a faraway place

with the birds and her feet and

finally, sleep!

FLASHBACK TO:

86 INT. PEGASUS INFIRMARY - DAY

Under the door, Kurupuru’s feet walk by. Little Serioja sits

down by the door. Sand on the floor, and a breeze.

Present-day Liu Junjie and Lavinia teleport in the room,

they look at little Serioja inside the room, they are dark

and dirty, compared to the sunny hospital room.

(CONTINUED)
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SERIOJA (V.O.)

Supertasker, supertasker,

supertasker...the word followed

Serioja and his little head. The

little girl crawled through

Serioja’s window and then a beach

on a windy afternoon.

BACK TO :

87 EXT. FOREST IKIBAYA - NIGHT

Serioja talks. Liu and Lavinia listen.

SERIOJA

It took me a while to become sad in

this room, it took a while to

become me, like I was getting into

this room and filled it with me,

Serioja’s sadness and loneliness

and scariness and heart-breakness

and the devil achiness and the

knock knock knocking devil achiness

and the tearyness and the sadness,

the sadness. And then she became

me, also here in this room,

present, and I thought a dream! a

dream! a fantastic dream that could

be swallowed by other

dreams...Serioja cures dreams with

more dreams and then...one

day...she disssapeared...

FLASHBACK TO:

88 INT. PEGASUS INFIRMARY - DAY

Little Serioja looks under the door for Kurupuru’s feet.

Nothing. Little Serioja looks out the window. Little Serioja

goes to bed, in a sweat.

SERIOJA (V.O.)

She left and the devil came worse

and worse and worse coming inside

insides again and Serioja thought

of being alone in this place he

didn’t understand the screeches,

the ringing and knocking in his

head...but you know what? Serioja

looked out his window and saw her,

the Kurupuru, wearing a unicorn

mask, flying away! That night,

Serioja could not cry anymore, the

(MORE)
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SERIOJA (V.O.) (cont’d)
devil was knocking harder and

harder. And the worst part is you

know what? Serioja began to wish

for the headaches to come, an achy

brain felt connected to something,

someone evil and hideous and

horrible, another person and no

loneliness...Serioja saw the

knocking on his head as his new

friend, better than being alone...

being in pain is better if you’re

not alone, yes. Serioja smelled

roasted, fleshy meat and blood, and

people with prickly things, in and

out all the time, and that night

Serioja and the devil were dancing

again until Serioja said no... I

will leave Furui and find her, go

to the Slums! And that meant

Serioja’s lungs breathing again

with the idea of her, so Serioja

left to go find her that morning

here...

BACK TO :

89 EXT. FOREST IKIBAYA - NIGHT

Liu Junjie and Lavinia listen to Serioja.

SERIOJA

Serioja escaped and looked for

Kurupuru.

LIU JUNJIE

So you used me for my Virtual

Caihong? You never really wanted to

help me...You’re just like everyone

else in the fucking Slums.

SERIOJA

The fly shot by into your eye! The

moment someone looks at you, you

start lying. Is it not the way

Serioja says it is?

SERIOJA

(to Lavinia)

Blahhhh! If Kurupuru dies for

organs, Serioja dies for Kurupuru,

and you are my frrrieendd.

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

You are a Furui City resident...

SERIOJA

Boys and girls march one by one/ in

the slums eating shiny plums/

Twiddling their same little thumbs/

who knows where they’re coming

from?

LAVINIA

You pretend you’re like an idiot so

that noone understands you.

SERIOJA

Everyone needs one glitch two

glitch three glitch four!

LIU JUNJIE

You were in Furui City... And you

came to... this ?

SERIOJA

Liu Junjie, follow Kurupuru, she is

showing us... something.

Serioja’s greasy finger follows Kurupuru’s trajectory. It is

a circular motion, like a shell, going through all the

Sektors.

LIU JUNJIE

I know! But what is her move? I’ve

been running patterns and

configurations every day to

decipher her codification. Now

without my Virtual Caihong City we

are lost...

SERIOJA

Sometimes it’s right there, right

there in front of you.

Serioja looks down at his reflection in the water.

SERIOJA

A horn? With wings? Ahhhh, yes!

Pegasus Infirmary.

LIU JUNJIE

What?

(CONTINUED)
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SERIOJA

Pegasus Infirmary! A horse, with

wings, my mommy!

90 INT. UNDERGROUND TUNNEL - DAY

Liu Junjie, Serioja and Lavinia crawl through a dark

underground tunnel.

GRAPHIC SUPERIMPOSE: On Liu Junjie’s pod, their tracking

marks move under the Mercury Moat, towards Furui City.

LIU JUNJIE

Kurupuru ran through here...

LAVINIA

So she’s going to...

SERIOJA

Where we’ve never been before!

91 EXT. UNDERGROUND TUNNEL - DAY

SUPERIMPOSE TITLE: SEKTOR ROGVAIV, ONE DAY LEFT

They pop out of an underground passageway into an almost

deserted Sektor with no sunlight.

LAVINIA

Sektor Rogvaiv...

Serioja and Liu Junjie look up. A platform instead of the

sky. Furui City is built on top of this Sektor.

LIU JUNJIE

Right underneath Furui City.

Kurupuru shows up on a roof. Lavinia spreads her butterfly

catcher.

LAVINIA

We both have seen the darkness but

like I have seen it fucking more!

She runs fast towards Kurupuru. Serioja tries to stop her

but Lavinia kicks him in the stomach.

LAVINIA

Not now, you crazy junkie idiot!

She makes a spectacular jump and catches Kurupuru. Kurupuru

screams, bird sounds, guttural, cacophonous, trapped in the

catcher. Liu Junjie’s glitch on the pod blinks and becomes

bigger. Lavinia ties the butterfly catcher.

(CONTINUED)
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LAVINIA

Here you go.

Serioja gets up. Lavinia throws the butterfly catcher with

Kurupuru in it at Liu Junjie.

LAVINIA

Here you go asshole. Sorry for the

kidneys.

Lavinia starts walking away and lights up a Sertra-X.

LIU JUNJIE

What happened?

LAVINIA

Nothing. I’m ready to go home.

LIU JUNJIE

You’re not going to give her to the

Madam for organs?

LAVINIA

Good bye, Liu Junjie.

SERIOJA

Good bye, Serioja?

LAVINIA

You assholes figure this out

between yourselves. Hope your

glitch goes away and you get to be

rich and healthy, Supertasker! Pa

pa!

Lavinia walks away, not looking back.

A rapid silhoutte shows up with a behemoth weapon. Straw hat

and gas mask. It’s Madam. Behind her ten male and female

prostitutes. She runs towards Kurupuru. Serioja runs to save

Kurupuru.

SERIOJA

A tooth for a tooth, a save for a

save! Let’s go!

Madam is about to hit Serioja in the head, but Lavinia grabs

her hand from behind.

MADAM

What are you doing, my child? Why

are you helping these people?

(CONTINUED)
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LAVINIA

I’m tired, that is like all. Go

away, hag.

MADAM

You don’t know who you’re dealing

with, girl. Miss Berbek is on our

tracks.

LAVINIA

I don’t like care. This creature is

jut not a creature I want to kill

today.

Liu Junjie sees Madam and vomits.

FLASHBACK TO:

92 INT. RED ROOM

Madam hands Liu’s kidneys to a man or woman. Little Liu

Junjie watches.

BACK TO PRESENT-TIME

93 EXT. SEKTOR ROGVAIV - DAY

Madam and the prostitutes and Lavinia fight violently,

chaotically. Madam is the only trained fighter, it is

apparent. She is much stronger than Lavinia. The other

Brothel people attack Lavinia.

MADAM

What’s happened? You don’t like

sleeping with little boys anymore?

Liu Junjie reaches inside a bag strapped to his wheelchair

and takes two nunchucks. He struggles out of his wheelchair

and starts twisting them.

LIU JUNJIE

You... You took my kidneys, you

ugly cow!

MADAM

Who is this loser, child?

LAVINIA

(punches Madam in the face)

That’s my fucking boyfriend!

(CONTINUED)
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Liu Junjie charges and attacks Madam. They fight. Liu Junjie

gets hit in the fistulas and blood pours out. He hits Madam

a few times as well. He protects Lavinia. They protect each

other.

Serioja opens the butterfly catcher and releases Kurupuru.

SERIOJA

You swallow a supernova and then

become a flower. There’s a ladybug

on my shoe - she knows nothing

about the glitches living between

our legs!

He charges at Madam with Kurupuru. The four of them fight

her and the other prostitutes for a while.

Lavinia hits Madam in the head with the butterfly catcher.

She takes the pod back. Her dark hair is suddenly touched by

someone’s hand.

MISS BERBEK

Gracious Lavinia, Rome’s richest

ornament.

Lavinia pisses herself in fear.

LAVINIA

You... You made me do this. You

took away his...

LIU JUNJIE

This whore is mine, motherfucker.

He charges towards Miss Berbek. Madam is on the floor, badly

injured. Kurupuru makes weird noises. Liu Junjie grabs his

POD back.

Liu Junjie’s blood pours out into Miss Berbek’s face. Miss

Berbek is disgusted. A shower of slingshot pebbles shoot at

Miss Berbek, Madam and the prostitutes.

FADE OUT

94 EXT. ROGVAIV - DAY

On the ground, Serioja, Liu Junjie, Lavinia, badly injured.

Blood. Wounds. Silence all around, ghost town. A dozen

children get out of their hideouts with slingshots and move

towards our heroes. Madam, Miss Berbek and prostitutes are

gone.
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95 INT. CHILDREN’S SHACK - DAY

SUPERIMPOSE TITLE: SEKTOR ROGVAIV, DAY OF THE SUPERTASK

Lavinia and Liu Junjie sleep in some dirty blankets. Liu

Junjie wakes up. He slowly opens his eyes and sees band aids

on his hands. Liu Junjie sees a dozen of really sick

children in raggedy clothes moving around a desolate upper

level. Some cook food. He looks on the bottom floor and sees

MAAKE - wearing a helmet and a spit bucket, moving around.

They make eye contact.

MAAKE

Yo!

Liu Junjie looks around.

LIU JUNJIE

What is this smell?

MAAKE

(up the stairs)

Just shit from Furui City. They

dump it here.

LIU JUNJIE

Where is Serioja?

GANJI - a serious girl - cooks rats in a pot.

GANJI

He left with Kurupuru. He said

they’re going to the beach.

LIU JUNJIE

The beach. Liu Junjie looks at a

clock.

LIU JUNJIE

An hour left till my presentation.

It’s over...

LIU JUNJIE

Buei, only children here?

MAAKE

Yep. Just kids and some meko-rats.

We usually eat those but have a few

as pets as well.

Another KID tries to fix Liu Junjie’s pod.

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

Why are you helping us?

GANJI puts food in a little bowl. She offers some to Liu

Junjie - a steaming pile of unpleasant ingredients. Liu

Junjie puts it to the side.

GANJI

Because you’re like us.

MAAKE snaps his fingers at Ganji and the other kids. They

pull out an x-ray board panel. Maake whistles and raises the

attention of the other children. The other kids go behind

the panel to reveal their the missing organs. Missing gall

bladders, lungs, kidneys, bones, ovaries, testicles, brain

parts, spleens. Liu Junjie looks in disbelief and horror.

GANJI

We are planning revenge on the

Scary Woman!

LIU JUNJIE

The Woman?

Maake turns up a switch and a projection of a woman on a

motorcycle appears. It’s Lavinia! Maake pulls up another

drawing of horrifying things they are going to do to Lavinia

when they catch her. Eviscerated organs, blood drawn out,

organs taken out.

GANJI

SCARY WOMAN has our organs and she

eats them.

MAAKE

Yes, she eats them. She ate my lung

and Buia’s heart and everyone’s!

Liu Junjie throws a sneaky look at Lavinia sleeping. Her

face is covered by so many wounds that it’s hard to see what

she looks like anymore.

MAAKE

Since Mister has such a nice

perfect tracking device on Mister’s

pod we thought maybe Mister helps

us find SCARY WOMAN.

A LITTLE GIRL pulls up Liu Junjie’s pod - it’s fixed!

LIU JUNJIE

The glitch is gone...
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96 EXT. BEACH - DAY

Serioja is on the beach with Kurupuru. They look at each

other.

97 INT. CHILDREN’S SHACK - DAY

Liu Junjie types away on his pod.

LIU JUNJIE

The glitch is gone!

AUDIO FLASHBACK:

SERIOJA (V.O.)

Sometimes to make those things you

don’t like disappear, you just have

to say "hello thing I don’t like!"

BACK TO:

98 EXT. CHILDREN’S SHACK - DAY

Liu Junjie runs away. He rolls the wheelchair with Lavinia

in it.

LIU JUNJIE

Of course. Acceptance. That’s how

you make a glitch disappear. You

say hello to it... I can go to

Furui City. I can make it to my

presentation...

99 INT. FURUI CITY CONFERENCE ROOM

Shark, Smiley and Codak sit at the conference table. A big

bowl of untouched polenta rests on the table. The broadcast

device makes noises and colors. Shark, Smiley and Codak

listen as the debriefing commences. The capsule is revealed

on screen.

VOICE (O.S.)

Gentlemen, behold our view of the

Supertasker capsule. Our national

live broadcast interrupts all

Caihong City TV emissions without

fail. In case of an emergency

transmission, we can interrupt the

signal by using our Phase Shifter.

However, the system takes 10

minutes to reboot. And do not

worry, our office is protected from

any and all diseases that may enter

(MORE)
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VOICE (O.S.) (cont’d)
the capsule. Mister Berbek enters

the room with an orange in han d

and stands in a corner. Smiley

notices Berbek’s disheve led

condition. A long silence.

Ecaterina enters the room and sits

down adjacent to the conference

table. Silence. Waiting.

100 EXT. SEKTOR ROGVAIV - DAY

Liu Junjie pushes Lavinia to the Supertasker capsule

entrance. She’s resting in his wheelchair.

He buys her cigarettes from a cigarette machine. Lavinia

opens her eyes and helps Liu Junjie up a ramp. She helps him

inside the elevator.

Lavinia leaves. Liu Junjie looks around and sees some water

and shit dripping down from Furui City. He remembers:

FLASHBACK TO:

101 INT. LIU JUNJIE’S HUT - NIGHT

Serioja points at the glass dome poster with his barren

foot. It’s a poster of Furui City - a glass dome covered

neighborhood.

SERIOJA

Looky bad bad mistake here!

BACK TO:

102 EXT. ELEVATOR TO CAPSULE SEKTOR ROGVAIV - DAY

LIU JUNJIE

Oh! The dome! It’s broken?!....The

Mercury Spill still infects them

and their air, but then how are

they so healthy?

Liu Junjie presses the elevator button: "Supertask

Presentation Station". He swipes in with his "Supertask

Candidate" pass. He enters.
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103 INT. CAIHONG ELEVATOR - DAY

Liu presses the "Supertask Presentation" level. He grabs the

melted chocolate pot

LIU JUNJIE

For good measure, Serioja.

He dips his finger in his melted chocolate pot and sucks his

finger, making a face. Yikes. Something’s wrong with the

taste.

104 EXT. BEACH - DAY

Serioja and Kurupuru play on the beach, with a stick in the

sand. Kurupuru looks towards Furui City.

SERIOJA

Yup, I can feel it too.

A breeze.

105 INT. FURUI CITY CONFERENCE ROOM

Codak, Smiley, Shark, Mister Berbek and Ecaterina wait for

Liu Junjie. They look at a screen showing an empty room

(capsule).

SHARK

He’s not coming.

SMILEY

I guess he’s going to live in

Caihong Shitty forever.

CODAK

Shut down the broadcast.

ECATERINA

Wait...

INTERCUT BETWEEN

106 INT.CAPSULE AND INT.CONFERENCE ROOM

Liu Junjie wheels into a damp, claustrophobic and dark room.

A giant fuzzy screen intercepts the light of the space. A

spotlight shines on him with a loud bulb buzz. His urine

toxins have invaded his body. Bruise-infested wrists are

bulging out. He unbuttons his pajama suit, so that his

liquid filled belly can breathe.

(CONTINUED)
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VOICE (O.S.)

Congratulations! You are now live

on Furui TV!

CODAK

Your name, Supertask Candidate?

LIU JUNJIE

(drugged)

Buei. Liu Junjie... born in Sektor

Puroi. And raised in Sektor

Meili...

Liu Junjie chokes. It pierces his lungs.

The committee stare at him in disgust.

LIU JUNJIE

My Supertask... to make .. A

perfect.. Map. Niu, not a map. Niu

niu niu. A visual representation of

Caihong City. A Mirror to the

world. A perfect... mirror.

SMILEY

(spitting polenta)

Why does he look like what he looks

like? What is this?

ECATERINA

He’s sick...

SMILEY

Why sick?!

Ecaterina looks at Liu Junjie on the screen. Her arm reveals

a giant unicorn tattoo. On her slacks, Pegasus Infirmary

logo. The giant unicorn tattoo pops out of her arm in Liu

Junjie’s hallucinogenic dream. Ecaterina zooms in on Liu

Junjie’s wrist. Mister Berbek watches her every move.

ECATERINA

(to herself)

A fistula or a graft. What is that?

Infected. Muscle cramps.. he’s

jerking. Pain in his legs. Itching.

This boy... he doesn’t seem to

have... Kidneys. Contraption... to

purify his blood. How..is he still

alive?

Silence.

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

(to himself)

Kuru...puru?

107 INT. CHILDREN’S HUT - DAY

The children with Maake watch animated cartoons on a

telescreen but the transmission gets interrupted to reveal

Liu Junjie.

108 INT. LEBRAC’S HOUSE - DAY

Zeghe watches TV. Transmission gets interrupted to show Liu

Junjie.

109 INT. PUBLIC BATH - DAY

Wu Ayi watches baking soda advertisement on a telescreen,

transmission gets interrupted to reveal Liu Junjie.

110 INT. BAR - DAY

Lavinia drinks some booze and smokes at a bar. Watches

sports TV but tranmission gets interrupted to reveal Liu

Junjie inside the capsule. She smiles at the screen.

INTERCUT BETWEEN

111 INT.CAPSULE AND INT.CONFERENCE ROOM

Liu Junjie plugs the pod into a projector.

LIU JUNJIE

This... is my Supertask.

The Virtual Caihong City projection floats in the air,

illuminates Liu Junjie. It circles Liu Junjie with its

buildings and its streets, twisting and turning.

LIU JUNJIE

It’s using...thermal technology to

track down inhabitants...all

inhabitants of Caihong City are

here... and all streets and

buildings... everything that exists

in Caihong...

Liu Junjie - heightened hearing and seeing.

Ecaterina is entranced. Hope.

They meet eyes as Liu Junjie approaches the camera in the

capsule. Committee members look at Ecaterina then at each

other.

(CONTINUED)
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CODAK

Amazing! A new Supertasker!

Liu Junjie sees Mister Berbek (on screen) and an orange peel

dropping to the floor, with teeth arks in the pith. The man

- Mister Berbek/Miss Berbek. Liu Junjie recognizes him!

LIU JUNJIE

You...

Ecaterina stands up to look at the Virtual Caihong City.

ECATERINA

Prepare a surgery team to wait for

him. He must go into amniotic fluid

surgery right away.

The committee members clap and cheer.

SHARK

The Candidate has completed

Ecaterina’s commissioned Supertask.

Water splashes Liu Junjie as he looks at the orange peel.

Sounds of successful clapping over the following montage.

Liu Junjie remembers.

FLASHBACK MONTAGE:

112 INT. RED ROOM

A) Little Liu Junjie painfully wakes up on the bed and sees

Madam handing both of his kidneys in two jars to a man/woman

that is peeling an orange. The fall of this orange peel. The

man’s face - Mister Berbek dressed in drag. Lots of make up.

113 INT. BROTHEL - NIGHT

B) Liu Junjie wheeling through the brothel.

LIU JUNJIE

Something smells familiar.

Liu looks back to see the source of the smell. It was an

orange peel on the floor ! So clear now.

114 INT. RED ROOM

C) Liu Junjie’s nightmare, oranges on the floor.

Liu Junjie’s nightmare, door opens and we see inside the

brothel.
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115 INT. LEBRAC’S HOUSE - DAY

D) LEBRAC’S HOUSE

LEBRAC

... then maybe Furui City People

can help us...but you know what I

got back?

116 EXT. GLOOMY ALLEY

E)

LIU JUNJIE

What are Slums people doing with

these organs? Who has these organs?

What kind of people would take poor

children’s organs? Someone

powerful, but who’s powerful in the

slums...

117 EXT. GLOOMY ALLEY NIGHT

F) Liu Junjie in the alley with Lavinia.

LIU JUNJIE

Who do you work for?

LAVINIA

Madam. A woman called Madam.

LIU JUNJIE

Why does she steal children’s

organs?

LAVINIA

I don’t know.

118 EXT. FOREST IKIBAYA

G) Serioja and Liu Junjie.

LIU JUNJIE

I thought Furui City residents

don’t have diseases...

119 INT. CHILDREN’S HUT

H) Children in Sektor Rogvaiv talking to wounded Liu Junjie.

MAAKE

Well most of us don’t know how we

ended up here right under Furui

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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MAAKE (cont’d)
City but a lot of us have missing

organs.

120 INT. RED ROOM

I) Miss Berbek takes Liu Junjie’s kidneys in a jar.

END OF FLASHBACK MONTAGE

INTERCUT BETWEEN

121 INT. CAPSULE AND INT. CONFERENCE ROOM

Liu Junjie goes psycho.

LIU JUNJIE

You! You did it!You...ayayayaya.

122 EXT. BEACH - DAY

Serioja and Kurupuru get up.

SERIOJA

Enough play! Has Liu Junjie solved

the rhyme? What do you say,

Kurupuru?

Kurupuru runs. Serioja after her.

INTERCUT BETWEEN

123 INT. CAPSULE AND INT. CONFERENCE ROOM

SMILEY

Why is he screaming?

SHARK

What’s wrong with the Supertask

candidate right at this moment?

CODAK

Ecaterina, take him off air.

Ecaterina stands up and opens the broadcast panel. Presses

some buttons. She looks at the Picture Palace image on Liu

Junjie’s Virtual Caihong City.

Liu Junjie’s pod blinks in sync with Ecaterina’s button

pressing.
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124 EXT. PICTURE PALACE

The looming picture palace.

125 EXT. CAIHONG CITY

Cables, wires and broadcast transmission poles. Intercepted

signals.

126 INT. BAR - DAY

Lavinia watches Liu Junjie go off air. She freaks out. She

thinks of a solution. She runs out on a mission.

127 INT. LEBRAC - DAY

Zeghe and lebrac are watching Liu Junjie on screen and the

transmission gets interrupted.

128 INT. CHILDREN SHACK - DAY

Children with Maake watch the Supertask transmission go off

air.

129 INT. TANTI LILI - DAY

Tanti Lili listens to the Supertask transmission on radio

and it gets interrupted.

130 INT. BROKEN EDIFICE

Liu Junjie goes off air during a party.

131 EXT. PICTURE PALACE - DAY

Serioja with Kurupuru on his back look at the Picture Palace

from up the hill.

Lavinia runs to the Guy with a Bunny Hat. He sweeps the

exterior of the unpopular Picture Palace.

Lavinia, out of breath, stops in front of him and points at

the Picture Palace.

LAVINIA

Liu Junjie... !

SERIOJA (O.S.)

Lavinia!!!

Serioja and Kurupuru approach from the distance.
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132 EXT. CAIHONG CITY

Television poles buzz.

133 INT. FURUI CITY CONFERENCE ROOM

The committee members are watching a psycho Liu Junjie on

the now non-live screen.

VOICE (O.S)

The system is off air, gentlemen.

SHARK

What do we do? We don’t want to

confuse those people.

CODAK

We need that fucking Supertask.

SMILEY

What do we do with the unpleasant

Supertask candidate?

LIU JUNJIE

Arghhhhh!!!

CODAK

Candidate? Are you ready for your

acceptance speech?

LIU JUNJIE

(finger up like Serioja)

Niu!

CODAK

He needs to calm down and get back

on air!

VOICE(O.S.)

May I remind you, dear sir, that

the system needs ten minutes to

reboot in order to go on air again?

MISTER BERBEK

Oy, oy, oy, ten minutes is enough

for him to fly to us and leave his

shadow behind. I’m going in.

SMILEY

He’s going to get dirty!

(CONTINUED)
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CODAK

Once you’re down there, Berbek.

You’re on your own.

MISTER BERBEK

(licks his lips)

Mhmm.

Mister Berbek leaves the room.

134 INT. FURUI CITY ELEVATOR - DAY

Mister Berbek travels to the bottom floor.

135 INT. PICTURE PALACE - DAY

Behind the projection canvas, a multitude of wires

coordinated to each and every sektor. Serioja, Lavinia and

The Guy with the Bunny Hat stare at it.

LAVINIA

I thought you said you did this

before...

GUY WITH A BUNNY HAT

It hasn’t been used in ages!

LAVINIA

(to Serioja)

C’mon genius, use your intuition.

SERIOJA

Ayayayayaya!

136 INT. WOMB

Liu Junjie floats in the air/water, no wheelchair. A womb -

a void space of darkness. He is. Alone. We hear him and

Ecaterina talk to each other.

LIU JUNJIE

On your arm....

ECATERINA

I made her. When it was me in the

capsule instead of you.

LIU JUNJIE

For what purpose, slummer?

ECATERINA

For him.

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

For them.

ECATERINA

No. For my boy. For the devil in

his head.

LIU JUNJIE

But it didn’t work... Failure.

ECATERINA

She ran away. It was a creature to

cure them all including my son’s

devil. I made her...and she ran

away. She was too strong.

LIU JUNJIE

Then they were unhappy yes?

ECATERINA

They told me they would kill him.

If I didn’t find a solution.

LIU JUNJIE

A solution..to what?

ECATERINA

A solution... to cure them. A

solution to replace Kurupuru.

LIU JUNJIE

Furui City people...are also sick.

The dome...is faulty.

ECATERINA

Yes. Sick. Just like you and me.

LIU JUNJIE

But you helped them remain

un-infected

ECATERINA

I had to. I had to be a Supertasker

above anything else.

LIU JUNJIE

The children of Caihong City.

ECATERINA

I had to. I didn’t know how else.

(CONTINUED)
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LIU JUNJIE

You gave Furui City an idea. The

children’s organs, my kidneys.

ECATERINA

But then he ran away. After

Kurupuru. After the monster.

LIU JUNJIE

After the glitch.

ECATERINA

I thought if I commissioned someone

to make a tracking device.

LIU JUNJIE

The worst choice is the choice you

make when you think you have no

other choice.

LIU JUNJIE

Supertasker... Your boy. I know

him. I found him. With no map.

ECATERINA

(cries)

The devil in his head? The pain.

He’s alive?

LIU JUNJIE

He is just fine.

ECATERINA

Liu, tell our people... Everything.

LIU JUNJIE

I’m dying. I’m scared.

ECATERINA

I have to go...

LIU JUNJIE

Ecaterina. I am scared. Don’t

leave.

ECATERINA

Liu Junjie. Sometimes you have to

say hello...

LIU JUNJIE/ECATERINA

...to the things you don’t like.
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137 INT. PICTURE PALACE - DAY

Serioja, Kurupuru, Lavinia and Guy With A Bunny Hat figure

out how to connect all the wires to everyone’s telescreen in

the sektors.

138 INT. CAPSULE

Mister Berbek walks out of the Furui City elevator.

MISTER BERBEK

Howdy, Slummer.

Liu Junjie looks at his TOXIC LEVEL MACHINE. It beeps of

death.

MISTER BERBEK

You impressed the committee with

your map. You’re in. Join me in the

elevator, let me take you. To Furui

City.

LIU JUNJIE

Who are you? And why.

MISTER BERBEK

Well, if you must, I am what

everyone wants me to be. I prefer

having more than one choice. The

question is... Who. Are. You?

Berbek looks at the elevator then at the dying Liu Junjie,

his toxicity level out of control.

MISTER BERBEK

Ten minutes slummer. To be on air

again. To show the whole world how

you win.

LIU JUNJIE

...They need to know... the

people...

MISTER BERBEK

You poor, poor creature. You want

to save Caihong City..."Liu

Junjie"?

LIU JUNJIE

(points at the Virtual

Caihong)

I have to wait... To tell the

people...you did this to us.

(CONTINUED)
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Liu Junjie gets up from the wheelchair but falls into Mister

Berbek’s arms.

LIU JUNJIE

Too rich...for your gift.

Mister Berbek is now Miss Berbek.

MISS BERBEK

Would you say, sir, that if one one

put on equal sides the Virtual

Caihong City and look at the

Caihong City as you and I

experience it, slummer, would one

be inclined to hesitate for a

second between which one is the one

we experience as reality and which

one is not, and would one be or not

be confused, slummer ? hmm?

Silence.

MISS BERBEK

You want me to take you to Furui

City, boy?

LIU JUNJIE

You took organs from hundreds of

our children and shat on us and

fucked us over for years. You take

organs from children and put them

into your people and counter act

the effect of pollution that

affects us all, not just us Caihong

City people.

MISS BERBEK

You and I are the same, Liu Junjie.

We hear a storm. People buzzing.

LIU JUNJIE

You should...never trust

mirrors...Berbek.

Berbek looks up at the transmission camera that has been

blinking the whole time.
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139 INT. LEBRAC’S HOUSE - DAY

Lebrac and Zeghe watch Liu Junjie on TV. Lebrac takes Zeghe

by the arm from the TV.

140 INT. PUBLIC BATH - DAY

Liu Junjie’s broadcast.

141 INT. TANTI LILI’S HOUSE - DAY

The Picture Palace radio waves interfere with her easy

listening and Liu Junjie speech is what she focuses on.

142 INT. BROKEN EDIFICE - DAY

Liu Junjie and Berbek talk to each other on screen.

Drunk Tranny gasps. The people of Caihong City stare.

143 INT. CHILDREN’S HUT - DAY

Maake and the children cheer for Liu Junjie! They run out!

144 INT. PICTURE PALACE - DAY

Lavinia and Serioja watch their friend speak. All the people

at the picture palace stand up as Serioja lights up a

cigarette for Lavinia. Everything has been broadcasted all

along and now all the Caihong City people know.

145 INT. FURUI CITY CONFERENCE ROOM

SHARK

What is that noise?

CODAK

What is happening, Officer?

VOICE(O.S)

I’m not sure, gentlemen. The

transmission is completely shut

down. Wait! How? We are receiving a

signal from this palace for

pictures in Caihong City. And all

the other sektors too...seem to be

getting the same signal.

Codak, Smiley, Shark turn around to Ecaterina. She’s in

trouble.
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146 EXT. ELEVATOR TO SEKTOR ROGVAIV - DAY

In Caihong city loud noises of crowd revolt. Liu Junjie

arrives to the Caihong floor. Maake awaits him there. Maake

lights a Sertra-X for Liu Junjie and wheels him out into the

city.

147 INT. CAPSULE

Alone, Miss Berbek awaits.

MISS BERBEK

Take me, slummers.

CREDITS ROLL

148 EXT. ROOFTOP - DAY

Serioja glances at the city and smiles.

Kurupuru jumps around in the distance, from one rooftop to

another. Serioja waves to her.

149 INT. LIU JUNJIE’S HUT - DAY

Liu Junjie and Lavinia go down on each other. They have a

MATCHING SCAR, to indicate a previous kidney transplant.

Liu Junjie looks healthier.


